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Abstract

Optical diagnostics techniques based on coded imaging were developed and ap-
plied for plasma-related phenomena and applications. The signal of interest is
first encoded with a sinusoid pattern either by structured laser illumination or
implement of a diffractive optical element, such as a grating, along the optical
path of the signal. The coded signal will then be extracted from the raw data by
a lock-in based algorithm, such as frequency recognition algorithm for multiple
exposures (FRAME).

Two types of non-thermal plasma sources, i.e., gliding arc discharges and nano-
second pulsed discharges, were investigated. Volumetric information of molecu-
lar distributions around a gliding arc was captured using laser-induced fluor-
escence with structured illumination and FRAME. Laser scattering imaging
during the formation of a nanosecond pulsed discharge on a flat methane-air
flame was extracted from luminous plasma emission using structured laser illu-
mination. Furthermore, a technique named periodic shadowing was applied for
streak camera measurements, where both higher temporal contrast and effective
dynamic range were achieved.

The gliding arc plasma discharge was also applied in an industrial prototype
burner as plasma-assisted combustion has been proven to be a promising tech-
nique to increase energy efficiency as well as reduce environmentally harmful
emission. With the help of 0.1% additional energy, the lean blow-out limit of a
hundred kilowatt burner was extended from a global equivalence ratio of 0.47
to 0.45.
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Popular summary

Plasma, known as the fourth state of matter, is a macroscopically neutral sub-
stance consisting of positively and negatively charged particles. Unlike the other
three fundamental states of matter (solid, liquid and gas), which exist closely
to our everyday life, lightning during a thunderstorm is one of the few naturally
stimulated plasma on earth. Earth aside, however, plasma is believed to be the
majority of all existing cosmic matter, such as the ionosphere of the Earth (from
an altitude of 50 km to several thousands of km), the cosmic wind, and even
the sun. Since the 1950’s, plasma has been vastly investigated as it is the only
physical environment for thermonuclear reactions including nuclear fusion and
fission.

The major difference between each state of matter is how strongly particles are
bonded to each other. In solid state, for example, particles are bonded so closely
and tightly to each other that certain structure is maintained, sometimes in the
form of crystal lattice. In liquid state, particles become a bit loose but still
attract each other. With higher temperature or lower pressure, the distance
between each particles becomes larger and eventually they become independent
from each other in gas phase. If the temperature of a gas is increased to certain
degree that the energy of the electrons is high enough to escape from an atom
or a molecule, leaving the particle become ionized, a high-temperature plasma
will be created. High-temperature plasma, also called thermal plasma, has been
applied in many industrial applications, such as plasma cutting and plasma
propulsion engine for space travel.

The main target of this thesis, however, is the other type of plasma: cold plasma,
also named as non-thermal plasma. Unlike thermal plasma, the electron tem-
perature of non-thermal plasma is much higher than the temperature of other
heavy particles. The non-thermal plasma, used in this thesis, is produced by
accelerating electrons with high voltage to break the bond that connects the
electrons and the ions/atoms. In practice, this is achieved in two ways: by
a nanosecond (10−9 second) pulsed power supply or by an alternating current
power supply. For most cases studied in this thesis, the plasma is produced
within a combustion system where new chemical reactions and pathways are
introduced to assist and/or control the flame. Historically, flame, or more pre-
cisely fire, has also been referred to as the fourth classical elements in ancient
cultures, along with water, earth and air.

Furthermore, optical diagnostics have been developed to investigate plasma-
related phenomena with high temporal and spatial resolution. The optical tech-

iv



niques, that have been developed in this thesis, utilized that an image can
be presented either in their spatial domain or in the frequency domain, sim-
ilar to the wave-particle duality, where every existing thing in the universe can
be described as either a particle or a wave. This dual representation of im-
ages allows us to mitigate strong plasma luminescence when capturing weak
optically-induced signal, and to capture the dynamics and 3D distributions of
molecular species in a plasma, to mention a few. We believe these optical tech-
niques are particularly advantageous for diagnosing plasma-related phenomena
and applications since plasmas are high energetic and particularly luminous.
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科普简介 

 

等离子，即物质的第四态，是由分别带正电和负电的粒子组成的宏观中性物质。与其

他三种生活中随处可见的基本物质状态（固体、液体和气体）不同，等离子体与日常

生活关系较远。例如，闪电是自然界中为数不多已知的能产生等离子体的自然现象。

然而，若离开地球表面，宇宙的绝大部分却被认为是由组成等离子体的。例如，距地

球表面 50 公里至数千公里的电离层、太空中的宇宙风，甚至熊熊燃烧的太阳都是等离

子体。自 1950 年以来，作为热核反应（核聚变和裂变）的唯一物理环境，等离子体开

始被广泛研究。 

每类物质状态相互之间能够被区分的主要原因是粒子间彼此结合的强度发生变化。例

如，在固态环境下，粒子彼此紧密结合且保持某种特殊结构 （通常以晶格的形式）。

在液态条件下，粒子间的作用力变得松散，但仍然相互吸引。随着温度的升高或压力

的降低，粒子之间的距离逐渐增大，最终它们在气体状态下相互独立。如果气体的温

度进一步升高，电子的能量也会随之升高。当电子的能量高到足以使其从原子或分子

中逃逸出时，就会产生高温等离子体。高温等离子体，又称热等离子体，已在许多工

业应用中得到广泛的应用，如等离子切割和用于太空旅行的等离子推进发动机等。 

本文的主要研究的对象是另一种等离子体：冷温等离子体，也称为冷等离子体。与热

等离子体不同，冷等离子体的电子温度远高于其他重粒子（如原子和分子）的温度。

本文中使用的冷等离子体是利用在高电压环境下加速的电子破坏连接电子和分子或原

子之间的相互作用力而产生的。在实践中，分别通过纳秒（10−9 秒）脉冲电源或交流

电源实现。对于本文研究的大多数情况，等离子体是通过某燃烧系统产生的。得益于

等离子体的引入，燃烧系统中产生的新的化学反应路径可被用于加强火焰的燃烧和控

制火焰的稳定。巧合的是，与等离子作为现在科学的四种基本物质状态之一相似，在

古代文化中，火焰（火），也被认为是组成物质的基本元素之一。如古希腊的四元素

说（土气水火），印度佛教的四界（地水火风），以及中国的五行（金木水火土）。 

除了冷等离子体外，本文也着重于针对等离子体检测的光学诊断技术的发展及研究。

本文所研究的光学诊断技术主要基于图像可以分别在空间域或频域呈现的原理，具有

高时间分辨率和高空间分辨率的特点。该原理类似于波粒二象性中对任何物质的描述

都可以以粒子或波的形态进行，而这种图像的双重表达方式使我们能够在有强等离子

体放射光的干扰下捕获到微弱的有效信号，并能通过捕捉到的信号重构等离子体中不

同粒子的瞬时动态变化和三维分布等信息。我们相信，研究这些光学诊断技术对于研

究等离子体及其相关应用具有很大的帮助。 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning p̊a svenska 1

Plasma, känt som materiens fjärde tillst̊and, är ett makroskopiskt neutralt ämne
som best̊ar av positivt och negativt laddade partiklar. Till skillnad fr̊an de andra
tre tillst̊anden av materia (fast, flytande och gas), som finns nära v̊art vardagliga
liv, blixtar under ett åskväder är en av f̊a naturligt stimulerade plasma p̊a jorden.
Bortsett fr̊an jorden, tros plasma vara majoriteten av all existerande kosmisk
materia, s̊asom jordens jonosfär (fr̊an en höjd av 50 km till flera tusen km),
den kosmiska vinden och till och med solen. Sedan 1950-talet har omfattande
undersökningar av plasma genomförts eftersom det är den enda fysiska miljön
för termonukleära reaktioner inklusive kärnfusion och fission.

Den största skillnaden mellan varje materiatillst̊and är hur starkt partiklar är
bundna till varandra. I fast tillst̊and, till exempel, är partiklar bundna s̊a tätt
till varandra att viss struktur bibeh̊alls, ibland i form av kristall. I flytande till-
st̊and blir partiklar lite lösa men attraherar fortfarande varandra. Med högre
temperatur eller lägre tryck blir avst̊andet mellan varje partikel större och s̊a
sm̊aningom blir de oberoende av varandra i gasfas. Om temperaturen p̊a en gas
höjs till en viss grad s̊a att elektronernas energi är tillräckligt hög för att fly
fr̊an en atom eller en molekyl, vilket gör att partikeln blir joniserad, skapas ett
högtemperaturplasma. Högtemperaturplasma, även kallad termisk plasma, har
använts i m̊anga industriella tillämpningar, s̊asom plasmaskärning och plasma-
framdrivningsmotorer för rymdresor.

Fokus för denna avhandling är dock den andra typen av plasma: kall plasma,
även kallad icke-termisk plasma. Till skillnad fr̊an termisk plasma är elektron-
temperaturen för icke-termisk plasma mycket högre än temperaturen för and-
ra tunga partiklar. Den icke-termiska plasman, som används i denna avhand-
ling, produceras genom att accelerera elektroner med hög spänning som kan
bryta bindningen som förbinder elektronerna och jonerna/atomerna. I prak-
tiken uppn̊as detta p̊a tv̊a sätt: med en nanosekund (10−9 sekund) pulsad
strömförsörjning eller genom en växelströmskälla. För de flesta fall som stu-
deras i denna avhandling produceras plasman i ett förbränningssystem där nya
kemiska reaktioner och vägar introduceras för att assistera och/eller kontrolle-
ra l̊agan. Historiskt sett har l̊aga, eller mer exakt eld, ocks̊a kallats de fjärde
klassiska elementen i antika kulturer, tillsammans med vatten, jord och luft.

Vidare har optisk diagnostik utvecklats för att undersöka plasmarelaterade fe-
nomen med hög tids- och rumsupplösning. De optiska teknikerna, som har ut-
vecklats i denna avhandling, utnyttjade att en bild kan presenteras antingen i

1Den svenska texten är översatt av Sebastian Nilsson.
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deras rumsliga domän eller i frekvensdomänen, liknande v̊ag-partikeldualiteten,
där varje existerande sak i universum kan beskrivas som antingen en partikel
eller en v̊ag. Denna dubbla representation av bilder till̊ater oss att dämpa den
starka plasmaluminiscensen för att kunna se svag optiskt inducerad signal och
att f̊anga 3D-fördelningar av molekylära arter i en plasma är n̊agra exempel p̊a
användingsomr̊aden. Vi tror att dessa optiska tekniker är särskilt fördelaktiga för
att diagnostisera plasmarelaterade fenomen och tillämpningar eftersom plasma
är högenergiskt och ljusstark.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Plasma originated from the Ancient Greek word πλάσµα (something moldable),
and was first systematically studied by Tonks and Langmuir in the 1920s [1, 2, 3].
Abundant in the universe, plasma is created when electrons are detached from
an atom or a molecule. Bonded electrons can be knocked out, for example, by
collisions between fast moving atoms/molecules/electrons or by absorption of
high energy photons. Depending on the temperature, plasma can be categorized
in two major types: thermal plasma and non-thermal plasma. Thermal plasma,
or hot plasma, refers to the kind of plasma which has reached thermodynamic
equilibrium in which the temperature of the electrons and gas are the same.
On the other hand non-thermal plasma, or cold plasma, contains electrons with
temperatures much higher than the gas (for example, Telectron ≈ 10000 K while
Tgas ≈ 1000 K ). Typical ranges of the electron temperature and electron density
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Figure 1.1: Typical ranges of the electron temperature and electron density of thermal and non-thermal plasmas. Figure
adapted from [4].
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of thermal and non-thermal plasma is given in figure 1.1.

To reach thermodynamic equilibrium, thermal plasma is formed at either ex-
tremely high temperatures, e.g., along with nuclear fusion reactions such as
within the sun, or by applying electrical energy strong and long enough such
that the gas temperature and electron temperature are equilibrated by collisions
and recombination of electrons and charged particles, such as an electric arc or a
continuous microwave plasma. Non-thermal plasma, on the contrary, keeps most
of the thermal energy in electrons and contains a large amount of high-energetic
electrons without excessive heating of the gas. This feature, i.e., being chem-
ically active due to the massive amounts of free electrons produced with high
energy efficiency, makes non-thermal plasma a robust technology in many in-
dustrial and scientific applications [5], e.g., air pollution control [6, 7, 8], surface
treatment [9, 10], hydrocarbon/methane/ethanol reforming [11, 12], analytical
chemistry [13], analytical spectrometry [14], wound healing [15], tooth bleach-
ing [16], anti-coagulation of blood [17] and plasma-assisted combustion (PAC)
[18, 19].

Energy is essential for industrialized society. Energy sources that are clean,
affordable and reliable is urgently needed to avoid excessive damage to the en-
vironment. Plasma-assisted combustion has been proven to be a promising tech-
nique to increase energy efficiency and reduce environmentally harmful emission
[18, 19], which are among the most important solutions for sustainable energy
according to the perspective article published in Nature 2012 [20]. Over the
last decades, PAC has been found to be able to significantly extend the flame
explosion limit [21] and lean blow-off limit of an engine [22, 23], as well as re-
duce the ignition energy and the flame initiation time [18] . Kinetics studies
of PAC show that O3 [24], O2(1

a∆g) [25] and atomic O [26, 27] created by a
plasma are key species for PAC in lean conditions. In this thesis, two kinds
of non-thermal plasma are studied for plasma-assisted combustion: a glow-type
gliding arc discharge and a nanosecond pulsed discharge (NPD).

The alternating current (AC) gliding arc discharge with an average power around
80 W has been applied in a down-scaled Siemens Energy burner with thermal
power between 78-98 kW (see figure 1.2a). With the help of additional 0.1 %
total power, the lean blow-out limit (LBO) of the burner has been extended
from global equivalence ratio of 0.47 to 0.45 without any significant increase of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions. More discussions about the this work can be
found in paper III, IV, and section 4.3.

The nanosecond pulsed discharge with a pulse duration of 4 ns (FWHM) has
been applied on a lifted flat methane-air flame (see figure 1.2b). Different from
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Figure 1.2: (a) Sketch of the Siemens Energy Dry Low Emission burner (SGT-750). (b) Sketch of the flat flame for
nanosecond pulsed discharge.

most reported studies of NPD which operated with a repetitive frequency from
tens to hundreds of kilohertz, investigation of the NPD in this thesis is focused
on single pulse stimulation. Flame speed, gas temperature, rotational and vibra-
tional temperature acquired from N2(C) spectrum, distribution of formaldehyde
and the images of the laser scattering signals have been measured using differ-
ent optical diagnostic techniques. More discussions about the this work can be
found in paper V, VI, and section 4.4.

While current and voltage information can be measured with electrical methods
for investigations of plasma and plasma-assisted combustion, many other para-
meters are measured using optical diagnostics. Accurate measurements, with
high spatial and temporal resolution, for dynamics, radical and active species
distributions, electron density, gas temperature, and electron temperature, to
name a few, are crucial for understanding different plasma mechanisms, fun-
damental chemistry and dynamic processes of plasma-assisted combustion. A
summary of optical diagnostics for different parameters of non-thermal plasma,
including relevant references, can be found in table 1.1 (page 8) of Dr.Zhu’s PhD
thesis [28].

Development of advanced optical diagnostics, as another task for this thesis,
is focused on solving one major problem of optical diagnostics for plasma-
related phenomena and applications: background interference of plasma emis-
sion. Plasma emission refers to the strong, continuous and broadband spontan-
eous emission from excited species in a plasma. For plasma interacting with
ambient air, where nitrogen is the major species, most of the plasma emis-
sion comes from excited nitrogen, N∗2 . A straightforward and frequently-used
method to avoid plasma emission for laser-related diagnostics is to apply a very
short camera gate of several nanosecond using, for example, an iCCD camera.
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Images given in figure 1.3 show two examples where both plasma emission and
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of hydroxyl radicals (OH) are captured. Since
the LIF signal has a lifetime of a few nanoseconds, a camera gate of 10 ns is
long enough to capture all LIF signal with minimal plasma emission (figure 1.3,
left). However, when the signal of interest is too weak (figure 1.3, right), it is
impossible to distinguish the signal from the plasma emission interference by
simply using a short camera gate.

Min

Max

10 mm

LIF

Plasma Emission

Plasma Emission

LIF

Figure 1.3: Typical signal of planar laser-induced fluorescence of OH with plasma emission from a gliding arc discharge
(single shot image with 10 ns gate). The signal to interference ratios are 6:1 (left) and 1:1 (right). Figure
adapted from paper II.

Optical diagnostic techniques based on coded imaging were developed and in-
troduced to diagnostics of plasma-related phenomena in this thesis. With the
signal of interest coded with a certain modulation, plasma emission can be auto-
matically removed by lock-in analysis. In paper I, periodic shadowing is applied
in streak camera measurements for development of ultrafast phenomena with
high temporal contrast. In paper II, volumetric information of OH distributions
around gliding arc discharges are given by laser-induced fluorescence with the
frequency recognition algorithm for multiple exposures (FRAME) technique.
In paper V, structured illumination is applied on laser scattering measurement
to capture the formation dynamic of a nanosecond pulsed discharge on a flat
methane-air flame.

Fundamentals of the plasma discharge and optical diagnostics employed in this
thesis are given in Chapter 2. Principles of coded imaging and lock-in analysis
are demonstrated in Chapter 3, together with optical techniques where they have
been implemented. Experimental set-up and results of four projects related to
(1) streak camera, (2) volumetric study ofOH around a gliding arc, (3) PAC on a
prototype industrial burner and (4) nanosecond pulsed discharge, are presented
in Chapter 4. Finally a short conclusion and potential possibilities for future
activities are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Plasma discharge and optical
diagnostics

In this chapter, fundamentals of plasma discharge and optical diagnostics are
discussed. Various references are included with focus on the two types of non-
thermal plasma that have been used in this thesis: gliding arc discharge and
nanosecond pulsed discharge. The three most frequently used optical diagnostic
techniques for plasma-related diagnostics are discussed in details: optical emis-
sion spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence and laser-induced scattering.
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2.1 Plasma Discharge

2.1.1 Fundamental of Plasma Physics

An indispensable property, or the most important criteria, of a plasma is its
macroscopic neutrality. A substance can not be called a ”plasma” if it is not
electronically neutral. Hence, the most fundamental parameter for plasma is:
the Debye length, the largest distance where the macroscopic neutrality of a
plasma can be obtained without any external forces. The Debye length, λD, is
defined as [1, 2, 3]

λD =

√
ε0kBTe
neq2

e

(2.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, Te
is the electron temperature, ne is the electron number density and qe is the
charge of an electron. A typical number for the Debye length is 10−4 m for a
gas discharge, 10−3 m for the Earth’s ionosphere and could be several meters in
space.

The sphere with radius equal to the Debye length is defined as the Debye sphere.
As a result of the collective electromagnetic field of all the charged particles
inside said Debye sphere, all the charged particles within it are screened off from
any electrostatic field outside. This effect is called Debye shielding effect. In
order to make it work, the dimension of a plasma should be much larger than

the Debye length while the average distance between electrons ( ≈ n1/3
e ) should

be much smaller than the Debye length. This criterion is defined as the plasma
approximation, where the plasma parameter, normally denoted Λ (also referred
to as g in some text books)

Λ =
1

neλ3
d

(2.2)

should be much higher than 1.

To maintain its macroscopic neutrality while experiencing external electromag-
netic disturbances, a plasma will oscillate like a spring. The oscillation frequency
of this movement is called plasma frequency. Similar to a spring, the oscillation
of the plasma can be defined as

∂2n′e(r, t)

∂t2
+ ω2

pen
′
e(r, t) = 0 (2.3)
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where ωpe is the plasma frequency:

ωpe = (
n0e

2

ε0m
)1/2 (2.4)

with n0 the number density of the ions and m the effective mass of the electron..

2.1.2 Gas Breakdown

• Townsend Breakdown Townsend breakdown is a gas ionization process
where free electrons are accelerated by an external electric field. The
electrons will collide with gas molecules, and additional electrons will be
produced due to a multiplication of avalanches. The initial free electrons
are mainly produced from the metal surface of the cathode, from where
electrons escape in the form of thermionic emission (with heating), field
electron emission (with an external electric field) or a combination of both.
For an electron generated from the cathode, the number of ionization
events performed by it when travelling from cathode to anode is charac-
terized by the ionization coefficient (also named as Townsend’s coefficient
for ionization) α cm−1 given as

dNe/dx = αNe (2.5)

where Ne is the number of electrons and x is the path length. As one elec-
tron will be kicked out for each ionization event, for electrodes separated
with a distance of d, the number of electrons reaching the anode without
any secondary electron emission will be N0e

αd, i.e., the current will be
i = i0e

αd given an initial current i0 = eN0. This process is defined as the
avalanche of the electrons.

To sustain a discharge, secondary electron emission and multiplication of
avalanches is required. Secondary electron emission refers to the produc-
tion of electrons by particles such as ions and photons that are created
or altered by the primary electrons. If only considering the ion-electron
emission, the current leaving the cathode can be given as

i = i0 + γii0(eαd − 1) (2.6)

where γi is the secondary ion-electron emission coefficient, representing
the number of electrons emitted per incident positive ion, and i0(eαd − 1)
is the number of ions created by primary electrons that has travelled back
to the cathode. The current includes all these electrons arriving at the
anode will then be

i2 = i0(1 + µ)eαd (2.7)
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with
µ = γi(e

αd − 1) (2.8)

In this way, the current with a third (or n) number of avalanches can be
written as

i3 = i0(1 + µ+ µ2)eαd

...

in = i0(1 + µ+ µ2 + ...+ µn)eαd =
1− µn
1− µ i0e

αd

(2.9)

If other processes such as photoemission and electrons induced by meta-
stable atoms are also included, the effective secondary emission coeffi-
cient, γ, is used instead of γi. Furthermore, equation 2.9 will hold with
µ = γ(eαd − 1) instead of equation 2.8. Detailed discussion about γ can
be found in many text books about discharge physics. For example, the
effective secondary emission coefficient for both ion-electron emission and
photoemission can be given as

γ = γi + γµζαµ/α (2.10)

where γµ is the photoemission secondary emission coefficient, ζ is the prob-
ability of a photon reaching the cathode without being absorbed and αµ
is the number of photons emitted by ionized particles produced by one
electron per centimeter.

As given in equation 2.9, if µ > 1, the current will increase to infinity and
would thus lead to a breakdown. A discharge is defined as self-sustaining if
µ = 1. Applying µ = γ(eαd− 1) = 1 and a conventional empirical formula
for α proposed by Townsend:

α = Ape−Bp/E (2.11)

whereA andB are determined by experimental measurements, the Paschen’s
law is introduced by which the breakdown voltage for electrodes with a
space of d can thus be given as

V = Ed =
Bpd

C + pd
(2.12)

where C = ln A
ln(1/γ+1) . Examples of the Paschen curve of several gases are

given in figure 2.1 where the breakdown voltage V is plotted dependent
on the product of the pressure and space between the electrodes as pd.

As a multiplication of electron avalanches is required, the breakdown time
of a Townsend breakdown is usually of the order of 10−5 s to 10−3 s. At
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Figure 2.1: Paschen curves for five different gases at 760 Torr. Figure reproduced from [29].

high pd or with high-voltage pulses, where luminous plasma emission from
the breakdown can be achieved within a few nanoseconds, the Townsend
breakdown mechanism is no longer valid, as there is no time for the ions to
travel to the cathode. Such a scenario can be interpreted by the streamer
process instead.

• Streamer Process Streamer theory applies when the electric field induced
by avalanches and photon ionization is not negligible (αd >> 1) as the
space-charge field strength is on the same order as the applied filed. The
streamer can be treated as ”a weakly ionized thin channel formed from
the primary avalanche in a sufficiently strong electric field” [30]. If second-
ary avalanches, initiated by electrons generated by e.g. photon emission
from excited atoms/molecules, are strong enough such that the number of
electrons created by them is large, the avalanche exhausts its reserves of
amplification. In this case a streamer will be formed. Once a streamer is
formed, the current will increase abruptly and strong plasma emission will
be observed immediately. If the streamer is formed at the anode surface
where the maximum number of space charge is achieved, it will propag-
ate to the cathode and is called ”cathode-directed” or ”positive”. This is
usually the situation for plane electrodes. However, if the number of elec-
trons increases very fast, for example, with very high-voltage field and/or
a pin-to-pin electrode configuration, the avalanche can transform into a
streamer before reaching the anode. If the streamer is formed not far from
the cathode and mostly propagates towards the anode, it will be called
”anode-directed” or ”negative”. Detailed discussions of mechanisms and
formation criteria for different streamers can be found in Chapter 12 of
the reference [30].
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2.1.3 Gas Discharge

There are many different ways to categorize different discharges, for example,
by the geometry of the electrodes, dielectric barrier discharges (DBD), plasma
jets, gliding arcs and hollow cathode discharges. By the properties of the electric
field, there are radio frequency discharges, microwave discharges and nanosecond
discharges. By the different breakdown processes, the major kinds of discharge
are listed below [30]:

• Dark discharge Dark discharge describes the situation when the current is
extremely small ( 10−10 ≈ 10−5 A) such that the ionization is too small
to emit any appreciable light. When the current is large enough, a dark
discharge can transform to a glow discharge.

• Glow discharge Glow discharge is a stable discharge that is characterized
as a self-sustaining discharge with a cold cathode emitting electrons due
to secondary emission. A potential drop of several hundred volts is usually
observed at the surface of the cathode with a typical current from 10−4 A
to 10−1 A (this is necessary for the glow discharge to be self-sustaining).

• Arc discharge Arc discharge is a result of the current increase of a glow dis-
charge. It is quasi-steady and self-sustaining. Instead of several hundred
volts, as for a glow discharge, the potential fall is only about 10 V for arc
discharge. As the current is high (≈ 1−105 A), the cathode will be heated
up and thermionic emission of electrons will dominate instead of second-
ary electron emission induced by positive ions. In some extreme cases, a
significantly abrupt increase in current can create a spark discharge.

• Spark discharge Spark discharge is a transient discharge resulting from the
dramatic increase of current after the breakdown channel has been de-
veloped throughout the entire gap between the cathode and anode. It
is formed most likely at atmospheric pressure or above when the voltage
reaches the breakdown level of a gap usually longer than 1 cm. Light-
ning, for example, is a spark discharge where the breakdown takes place
between two clouds or between a cloud and the ground. A spark usually
comes with a sound, as in a spark plug of an engine or the thunder during
lightning. The sound comes from the shock wave generated by the rapid
change in pressure caused by a massive release of Joule heat as a high
current passes through the spark channel.

• Corona discharge Corona discharges will occur when and only when the
field is sharply non-uniform. Otherwise, an increase of voltage between
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the electrodes will only lead to a spark. For a corona discharge, the field
near one or both electrodes must be much stronger than the remainder
of the gap. A typical situation is when the characteristic size r of the
electrodes is much smaller than the gap between two electrodes (d). For
extreme cases, corona discharge can be formed even without any ground
electrode. Similar to the streamer process, corona discharge can be either
”positive” or ”negative”. Unlike an arc or a spark which often accompanies
by bright plasma emission, the luminosity of a corona is rather weak.

2.1.4 Non-thermal Plasma

To avoid excessive gas heating, non-thermal plasmas are usually created with
a limited current. Non-thermal plasma sources are more often characterized by
either the configuration of the electrodes, such as dielectric barrier discharge
[31, 32], plasma jets [33], hollow cathode discharges [34] and gliding arcs [35],
or by the properties of the electric field, such as radio frequency discharge [36],
microwave discharges [37] and nanosecond discharges [38]. Whereas in terms
of the physical properties, glow discharge and corona discharge are the two
major sources of non-thermal plasma. A review of different non-thermal plasma
sources and various applications can be found in [39].

Glow discharge refers to a stable and self-sustaining discharge with a cold cath-
ode emitting electrons due to secondary emission. Most of the applications
of glow discharge are carried out at low pressures (a few torr) [40] as the
plasma/discharge tends to translate to an arc discharge (a thermal plasma)
at atmospheric pressure. However, stable atmospheric-pressure glow discharge
has been achieved under special conditions, e.g. (1) using Helium as dilute gas,
(2) applying a high-frequency (from kHz to radio frequency) source, (3) insert-
ing an insulating plate on one of the electrodes or having a brush-style upper
electrode [41, 42, 43]. The atmospheric glow-type gliding arc discharge plasma
used in this thesis is produced by an AC power supply with a frequency of 35
kHz.

Corona discharge [44] occurs when and only when the electric field is sharply
non-uniform. A weakly ionized plasma will be created adjacent to (≈ 1 mm)
the sharp edge as the local field is much stronger than the breakdown strength
of the gas. If the remaining gas also breaks down, e.g. too high voltage or pure
voltage increase without non-uniform configuration, a spark discharge will be
formed [30]. To circumvent the transition to a spark discharge with increasing
voltage (for higher power and better efficiency), a pulsed corona can be applied
[45].
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At atmospheric pressure, the glow-to-arc transition and corona-to-spark trans-
ition can be prevented in many different ways. Dielectric barrier discharge
(DBD), first invented in 1857 by Werner von Siemens [46] for ozone generation,
is the most widely used approach. The core of DBDs is the dielectric material
between the two electrodes, which limits the average current density and unify
the distribution of the discharge. Since the limitation on current is less effective
at high frequencies, DBDs are normally operated below 10 MHz [31] with the
electron temperature of 1-10 eV [32]. During the past century DBD has been
applied in many applications including air pollution control [6, 7], surface treat-
ment [47], silent discharge (SD) CO2 lasers [48, 49], excimer UV lamps [50, 51],
analytical chemistry [13], analytical spectrometry [14], skin treatment [15, 52]
and anti-coagulation of blood [17].

Due to the restricted volume where the plasma can be formed, corona discharge
and DBD have limited performance in many applications, such as material pro-
cessing ( e.g. polyimide etching [53]) and some medical applications (e.g. skin
treatment [54]). Plasma jet and hollow cathode discharge (HCD) stand out
in these applications. In a plasma jet, the discharge is normally generated by
radio frequency power within two concentric electrodes filling with gases. The
ionized particles will exit the jet through a nozzle with the velocity typically
around 10 cm/s [33]. Considerable concentration of the active species can be
measured at less than 10 cm from the exit [54, 55]. In a hollow cathode, the
break down voltage is lower while the number of charged particles are orders
of magnitude higher due to the hollow cathode effects such as the pendulum
effect, i.e. secondary electrons created by electrons oscillating in the tube [34].
At atmospheric pressure, the diameter of the hollow cathode are in micrometer
range and hence referred to as microhollow cathode discharge (MHCD).

Radio-frequency (RF) [56] discharge and microwave discharge [37] refer to dis-
charges generated by electromagnetic waves in the wavelength of RF (typically
13.56 MHz [56]) and microwave respectively (typically 2.45 GHz [37]) . RF dis-
charges are most often used as ion sources where the RF field is induced by the
alternating current surrounding a dielectric tube which is filled with target gas,
such as in a RF-plasma jet. Microwave discharge, unlike other sources, does not
need any electrodes. The freedom of its configuration allows it to be generated
in various environment (even in free space). However, auxiliary components
required for generation of microwave discharge make it rather expensive [57].
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2.1.5 Gliding Arc Discharge

A gliding arc discharge (GAD) is a quasi-equilibrium plasma column that is
ignited in the narrowest gap between two diverging electrodes in a laminar or
turbulent gas flow. When generated, the plasma is close to thermal equilibrium
but the gas temperature will soon fall to about 1000 - 2000 K while the electron
temperature remains around 0.8 eV (9000-10000 K) [58, 59]. This feature is very
attractive for efficiently accelerating chemical-reactivity as the high-temperature
electrons generates reactive species and up to 45% of the electrical energy could
be directly absorbed in endothermal reactions [35]. Compared to other non-
thermal plasma sources, the gliding arc discharge is widely used for its simpli-
city, feasibility at atmospheric pressure and economically accessibility. In recent
years, in addition to these conventional applications as mentioned above, GAD
has also been used in CO2/CH4 conversion [60, 61, 62] and toluene removal
[63, 64].

Due to the complexity of a GAD, in terms of arc-to-glow transition, 3D geometry
of the discharge, the formation of cathode spots [65], different interactions with
the various gas flow conditions, a comprehensive model of GAD is still under
development. By assuming the supplied power and energy losses of the plasma
column are homogeneously distributed, a simple model developed from Ohm’s
law [66, 67] can show that the transition from thermal to non-thermal plasma
of a DC discharge happens when the arc length reaches the critical value,

lcrit = V 2
0 /(4WR) (2.13)

where V0, W and R are the voltage, power per unit length and internal resistance
of the power supply. While some researchers reported that a fast transition to
non-thermal plasma will take place when discharge column exceeds the critical
value and the column can be stretched as long as three times larger than the
critical length until a short-cut takes place in the upstream [59, 66, 68], other
groups [69] questioned this observation believing the transition between thermal
to non-thermal is smooth. The length, radius and (reduced) electric filed of
the after-transition plasma column is of critical importance as such period has
a low enough gas temperature for applications in general material processing
techniques [70]. The most direct proof of the existence and good characters of
non-thermal plasma is the measurements of translational, rotational, vibrational
and electron temperatures. The rotational and vibrational temperature can be
obtained from the emission spectra, such as N2 (C −B,∆ν = −2,−1, 0) bands
[59], NO A−X(0, 1) and OH A−X(0, 0) bands [58, 71]; the translation temper-
ature could be measured by planar laser-induced Rayleigh scattering [58]; and
the electron temperature can be estimated using the translational temperature,
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the length of the plasma column and the voltage over the arc column that have
been measured simultaneously [58].

2.1.6 Nanosecond Pulsed Discharge

Nanosecond pulsed discharges (NPD) refers to the discharge that are generated
by high-voltage pulse supply with pulse duration less or around 10 ns (FWHM).
Nanosecond pulsed discharge and sub-picoosecond pulsed discharge (with a pulse
duration up to several hundreds nanoseconds) have been used to generate non-
thermal plasma for many decades. For example, NPD demonstrated both higher
energy efficiency and removal ratio for NO removal compared with other dis-
charge methods such as DBD [72]. High efficient synthesis of MoO3 nanoscale
architectures was achieved by a 40 ns discharge without any catalysts or external
substrate heating [73]. Repetitive NPD has been applied in large facilities with
total thermal power above 50 kW to extend the operating conditions of the
flame [22, 23]. A review of plasma-assisted ignition and combustion using NPD
can be found in [74] including both experimental measurements and kinetic
mechanisms.

Pulse duration and the rise time of the high-voltage NPD are two very important
parameters for the plasma generated. Studies has shown that the shorter the
pulse is, the higher the yields for active radicals will be [75, 76]. Higher yields
for reactive species are often connected to lower heat release, where less energy
is used on heating of the gas. For sub-picosecond pulsed discharges longer than
100 ns, thermal plasma can be built through a streamer-glow-arc process [77].
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2.2 Optical diagnostics of plasma discharge

Optical diagnostics, especially laser-based methods, have been applied for plasma-
related applications at atmospheric pressure in recent years, as they can be used
for in-situ and non-intrusive measurements with high spatiotemporal resolution
[78, 79]. Frequently used optical diagnostic methods that have been applied for
diagnostics of plasma-related phenomena are Laser-Induced Rayleigh Scatter-
ing for measurement of gas temperature [58], Optical Emission Spectroscopy for
electron [80], rotational and vibrational temperatures [58, 59, 71] along with the
distribution of excited species [81], Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)
for distribution of ground-state species [63], and high-speed photography for
dynamic processes [82].

2.2.1 Light-matter interaction

When light passes through a cloud of particles, it can interact with the them.
The interaction between incident light and an atom/molecule/electron can be
categorized into three different processes: elastic scattering, inelastic scattering
and excitation of an atom/molecule (see figure 2.2a). Elastic scattering refers
to the scattering of light where the wavelength of the scattered light remains
the same, i.e., no energy exchange between the photon and the particle occurs.
Elastic scattering of light with particles whose sizes are much smaller than the

Elastic Scattering

Inelastic Scattering

Spontaneous Emission

Stimulated EmissionAbsorption

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Interaction of light with an atom/molecule where the photon can either be elastically scattered, inelastically
scattered or absorbed by the atom/molecule, leaving the it unchanged, in a vibrationally/rotationally excited
state or an electronically excited state. (b) Spontaneous and stimulated emission from electronically excited
atoms/molecules. The color change of the light indicates a shift of the wavelength compared to the incoming
light.
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wavelength of the light is called Rayleigh scattering, while elastic scattering of
electrons is called Thomson scattering. In an inelastic scattering process, on the
contrary, scattered light will either gain or lose energy, resulting in a shift of
the wavelength. For example, in Raman scattering, scattering with an increase
of photon energy gained from the vibrational energy of the molecule is called
an anti-Stokes Raman scattering, while Stokes Raman scattering indicates an
energy loss in the scattered light. The third process presented in figure 2.2a is
the excitation of an atom/molecule with the light being absorbed. Absorption
of light usually takes place when the wavelength of the incident light matches a
certain transition of the atom/molecule, leaving the atom/molecule in an excited
state.

For excited atoms/molecules, they will eventually return to the ground state.
Relaxation of an excited particle is usually accompanied by the emission of
radiation. There are two types of emission: spontaneous emission and stimulated
emission (see figure 2.2b). As defined by the name, spontaneous emission occurs
spontaneously without any external disturbance. Spontaneous emission is more
likely to take place when the atom/molecule has been electronically excited and
the direction of the emitted photons is random. Relaxation from vibrational or
rotational excited states are usually achieved by a radiationless process, such as
collisional quenching. And if there exists more than one lower state to which the
deexcitation is allowed, the wavelength of the emitted light will vary, leaving the
atom/molecule in different states. For stimulated emission, however, an incident
photon is required to stimulate the transition resulting in an emitted photon
that is identical in wavelength, polarization and propagation direction to the
incident photon. If the same stimulated emission is multiplied for many times,
amplification of light will be achieved and a device based on this technique is
called laser, i.e., light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.

2.2.2 Emission Spectroscopy

Ideally, the signal intensity of spontaneous emission is the product of three para-
meters, the wavelength-dependent optical response of the spectrometer R(λ),
the Einstein coefficient for the spontaneous emission A, and the population of
the excited state nexcited:

Iλ = R(λ)×A× nexcited (2.14)

The optical response of a spectrometer can be calibrated with a standard light
source, and the Einstein coefficient is usually given by theoretical calculations or
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experimental values for commonly used atoms and molecules. The population
of the excited state can therefore be determined by the emission spectrum.

The population of an excited state, or more precisely the population distribu-
tion of a certain excited state, is related to many parameters, such as the gas
temperature, the pressure and the excitation/ionization degree of the plasma.
The emission spectrum of a plasma discharge can be considered as the finger-
print of a given discharge and can be used as a technique to categorize it. For
example, the emission spectrum measured from a gliding arc discharge with dif-
ferent flow rates of the gas shows the transition of the plasma from glow-type
to spark-type with increasing gas flow rates [81]. Significant differences of the
spectrum captured in a plasma actuator powered by two different plasma gener-
ators with similar input power was observed in [83], showing that the majority
of the energy goes to the flow heating when powered by an RF plasma generator,
whereas a significant amount of energy is wasted on electrodes and surrounding
metal hardware when powered by a pulsed DC plasma generator.

Optical emission spectroscopy is most often used to determine energy distribu-
tion or temperature components of a plasma. The vibrational and rotational
temperature of the most frequently observed plasma emissions can be calcu-
lated by fitting the spectra with a line-by-line radiation software named SPE-
CAIR. For the determination of gas temperature of non-thermal plasma (re-
viewed in [84]), N2(C−B) and OH(A−X) transitions at atmospheric pressure
and N∗2 (B −X) transition at lower pressures are mostly commonly used. The
N2(C−B) transition between 280 nm and 550 nm is often the dominant emission
for plasma running with N2. Observation of N2(C − B) emission also provides
evidence of the presence of N2 in the plasma reactor as N2 can hardly be created
by any electronic dissociation process. As one of the most studied electronically
excited states, OH(A) can be easily produced by non-thermal plasmas with the
presence of water vapor. Besides direct excitation from the ground state, N2(C)
and OH(A) could also be produced from, for example, excitation of metastable
N2(A) state, or dissociation of other polyatomic molecules containing OH. It
is thus necessary to validate if the translational-rotational equilibrium has been
reached before assuming the gas temperature is equal to the rotational temper-
ature. For example, at atmospheric pressure, translation-rotational equilibrium
can be achieved by collisions between the excited molecules and the ambient gas
before the relaxation of the excited atoms/molecules takes place.
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2.2.3 Spectrum of diatomic molecules: N2 and O2

Molecular spectra can be very complicated compared to atomic spectra. De-
tailed discussion of either nitrogen or oxygen spectrum could be a book in
itself. In the following paragraphs, fundamentals of diatomic molecular spec-
tra will first be briefly introduced, followed by discussions of two spectra that
are related to this thesis: the C3Πu ← B3Πg transition of nitrogen and the
b1Σ+

g (v′ = 0)← X3Σ−g (v′′ = 0) transition of oxygen.

The energy of a diatomic molecule can be simplified as

εtotal = εelectronic + εvibration + εrotation (2.15)

using the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation which assumes that the electronic,
vibrational and rotational energies are independent of each other. The rotational
energy levels of a rigid diatomic molecule can be given by

εrotation = BJ(J + 1) cm−1 (2.16)

where J = 0, 1, 2 ... is the rotational quantum number and B is the rotational
constant. The vibrational energy levels of a simple harmonic oscillator are given
by

εvibration = (ν +
1

2
) ¯ωosc cm

−1 (2.17)

where ν = 0, 1, 2 ... is the vibrational quantum number and ¯ωosc is called the
zero-point energy with ν = 0.

For an electronic transition of a diatomic molecule, all transitions with dif-
ferent vibrational quantum numbers are allowed, although with vastly varying
strengths due to the Franck-Condon factor for transitions with different ∆ν.
Each set of such transitions are called a band and conventionally denoted by
their vibrational quantum numbers as (ν ′, ν ′′) where the upper state comes
first with a single prime. Examples of different bands of the C3Πu ← B3Πg

transition of nitrogen can be found in figure 2.4.

The transition energy of a certain band can be written as

∆εtotal = ν̄(ν ′, ν ′′) +B′J ′(J ′ + 1)−B′′J ′′(J ′′ + 1) (2.18)

where ν̄(ν ′, ν ′′) is the rotational free energy difference of an electronic-vibrational
transition and is also defined as the band origin. ν, B and J with a single prime
represent the upper state. For different electronic transitions, different selection
rules of J may apply. Transitions with the same ∆J are referred as a branch:
∆J = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2 as the O, P, Q, R and S branch respectively.
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For the R and P branch where ∆J = ±1, the transition energy can be written
as

∆εtotal = ν̄(ν ′, ν ′′) + (B′ +B′′)m+ (B′ −B′′)m2 (2.19)

where m = ±1, ±2, ... is −(J ′ + 1) for the P branch and (J ′′ + 1) for the R
branch. An example of the transitions of P, Q, R branch with B′ < B′′ is shown
in figure 2.3. In this situation, the P branch appears at the lower wavenumbers
of the band origin while R branch on the higher wavenmuber side. As B′ −B′′
is negative, a maximum wavenumber will be reached for the R branch. The
point where the maximum separation from the band origin is reached is called
the band head. Note that for transitions with a higher B′, the band head will
appear in the P branch.

Figure 2.3: An example of the rotational fine structure of a vibration-electronic transition for a diatomic molecule where
the rotational constant is smaller for the upper state, i.e., B′ < B′′. Note that the wavenumber instead of
wavelength is used here. Figure reproduced from [85].

• The C3Πu ← B3Πg transition of nitrogen The most important and fre-
quently observed plasma emission, especially when running with air at
atmospheric pressure, is the C3Πu ← B3Πg transition of nitrogen. The
capital Greek letter Π shows that the axial component of the total orbital
angular momentum of the electrons for both states is 1; the number 3
means that the total electron spin momentum S equals 1, as 2S + 1 = 3;
small u/g indicates the symmetry of the state with g as gerade (even in
German) and u as ungerade (odd in German); C and B are the notation
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for the electronic energy levels. A typical emission spectrum of N2, taken
from a NPD-stimulated flame, is given in figure 2.4 where several bands
with ∆ν = -2 to 4 are captured. In the energy level diagram presented
to the right of the spectrum, transition bands with same ∆ν are marked
with identical colors. The intensity ratio between different bands and rota-
tional structures are dependent on the temperature. Temperature fitting
of the spectrum and comparison between different spectra captured with
different applied voltage of NPD will be discussed in section 4.4.2.
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Figure 2.4: Emission spectrum of N2 captured from a NPD-stimulated flame. The vibrational quantum numbers of each
band are labeled above. Diagram of the vibrational energy level of N2(C3Πu ← B3Πg) with four bands
where ∆ν equal to -1, 0 , 1 and 2 respectively. Same color is used for transitions from same band.

• Oxygen A band (b1Σ+
g (v′ = 0)← X3Σ−g (v′′ = 0)) Another interesting and

important spectrum that has been observed in this thesis project is the
oxygen A band. Emission lines from molecular O2 can be observed when
the combustion is lean, i.e., excess of O2. As one task of plasma-assisted
combustion is to push the lean blow-out limit of a flame to reduce NOx
emission, a flame that is running with PAC is usually very lean (below 0.5
as in the Siemens burner). Therefore, emission from molecular oxygen,
which can hardly be observed due to fast quenching in rich flames, can be
captured. The strongest emission of molecular oxygen in the visible range
is the A-band (b1Σ+

g (v′ = 0) ← X3Σ−g (v′′ = 0)) around 760 nm. Unlike
the N2(C − B) transition, the upper and lower states of oxygen A band
both have a zero axial angular momentum component. For Σ states, a
special superscript with + or - applies. It indicates that the wave function
of the electron remains unchanged (designated by +) or changed in sign
only (designated by -) upon a reflection in a plane containing the nuclei.
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The Oxygen A band is a magnetic dipole transition with four branches:
P (PP), R (RR), RQ and PQ. As previously noted, the R and P branches
represent ∆J = +1 and -1 respectively. A speciality of the oxygen A band
is the Q branch with ∆J = 0. It is split into two with different ∆N ,
where N is the quantum number of the angular momentum without spin.
For the RQ branch, ∆N = +1 and for the PQ branch, ∆N = −1. An
example of the measured spectrum of the A band and a diagram of the four
kinds of transitions is presented in figure 2.5. The R and RQ (or P and
PQ) transitions have similar strengths but slightly different energies (see
figure 2.5b). The splitting of P and PQ is well-resolved in the spectrum
as shown in figure 2.5 while it is hard to identify the R and RQ due the
band head. The dashed circles in 2.5b represent the antisymmetric levels
between which the transitions are not allowed due to the zero nuclear spin
of O2. More detailed information about the spectrum of oxygen A band
could be found in the literature [86, 87, 88, 89].

An emission spectrum taken from measurements in a complex system, i.e.,
the large-scale industrial burner investigated in this work, is shown in fig-
ure 2.5a. In addition to the O2 A-band spectrum, two atomic spectral
lines from Potassium impurities (D-lines, 4p to 4s) are also observed. As
the atomic emission from K* is much stronger than the molecular emis-
sion from O2, a small amount of K contaminated on the electrode surface
will produce considerable emission when excited by the discharge. More
discussion about this measurement will be discussed in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Single-shot spectrum of the O2 A band measured in the Siemens burner compared with simulation spectrum
generated by PGOPHER [90]. (b) Diagram of the magnetic dipole transition of O2 A band. Note that the
transition between J = 0 to J = 0 is forbidden.
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2.2.4 Laser-induced Fluorescence

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is an optical diagnostics technique where the
target species is excited with a laser and the fluorescence, i.e., the spontaneous
emission from the excited species, is subsequently captured. As the wavelength
of the laser can be tuned for a certain transition of a species, and the fluorescence
signal is not restricted in a certain direction (usually isotropic), LIF has been
widely used for two-dimensional imaging of selective species for various physical,
chemical and medical applications.

Figure 2.6: Quasi-simultaneous PLIF imaging of CH, OH and CH2O of a premixed conicaol flame. HAB: height above
the burner. Figure adapted from [91].

Two-dimensional laser-induced fluorescence, often referred to as planar laser-
induced fluorescence (PLIF), of intermediate species such as the methylidyne
radical (CH), hydroxyl radical (OH) and formaldehyde (CH2O) is often carried
out in combustion of hydrocarbons. For example, PLIF of CH and CH2O is
often used for instantaneous detection of the flame front. As shown in figure
2.6, two adjacent thin layers of CH (located upstream of the preheat zone)
and CH2O are revealed by PLIF, indicating the position of the flame front. In
addition, heat release rate imaging of a flame can be acquired by the pixel-by-
pixel multiplication of simultaneously captured PLIF signals of OH and CH2O
[92].

Important for both combustion diagnostics and plasma-related diagnostics, OH
can be easily produced by a plasma when interacting with water vapour and
is often used as a marker for the post-flame zone of a hydrocarbon/air flame
(see figure 2.6). The energy level diagram for OH LIF is given in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Energy level diagram of OH LIF where different levels of each vibrational state indicate rotational structure
with different J .

For OH LIF used in this thesis, OH is excited through the Q1(8) transition
of X2Π(ν

′′ = 0) ← A2Σ+(ν ′ = 1) by UV laser light at 283.92 nm1. The
dominating part of the fluorescence signal of OH LIF comes from the (0,0)
band: A2Σ+(ν ′ = 0) ← X2Π(ν

′′ = 0) where vibrational energy transfer (VET)
of the excited state has been accomplished before the transition.

1Q1(8), also labeled as Q11(8), refers to the transition where ∆J = 0, J ′′ = 8 and the axial
angular momentum quantum number including nuclear spin F with F ′ = F ′′ = 1
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Chapter 3

Coded Imaging

An important task of optical diagnostics is to extract useful information from
captured data. This is particularly important for plasma-related diagnostics as
the signal of interest is usually accompanied by luminous plasma emission. Dif-
ferent techniques established on coded imaging have been applied in this thesis
to suppress the background interferences. This chapter will start from a short
introduction of the principle of imaging coding and continue with detailed dis-
cussions of techniques that has been used in this thesis, e.g., Periodic Shadowing
and Frequency Recognition Algorithm for Multiple Exposures (FRAME).
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3.1 Fourier Transform and imaging coding

3.1.1 Fourier Transform

The core theory for the coded imaging used in this thesis is the Fourier transform
of images. Mathematically, Fourier transform refers to the transfer of functions
depending on space to functions depending on spatial frequency while inverse
Fourier transform does it vice versa. The equations of 1D and 2D Fourier
transform are given in Equation 3.1 and 3.2 respectively:

F (ν) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x)e−2πiνxdx

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

F (ν)e2πiνxdν

(3.1)

F (ν, υ) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)e−2πi(νx+υy)dxdy

f(x, y) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

F (υ, ν)e2πi(νx+υy)dνdυ

(3.2)

with functions depending on space represented by f(x) (f(x, y)) and variable
x and y while functions depending on spatial frequency represented by F (υ)
(F (ν, υ)) with spatial (temporal) frequencies ν and υ.

Detailed analysis of Fourier Transform can be found in many text books. In
the following paragraphs, some examples of 2D Fourier Transform, which are
important for understanding techniques used in thesis, are discussed in detail.

3.1.2 Spatial and Fourier Domain of images

Three different examples of images with their spatial domain and the corres-
ponding Fourier Domain, i.e., the absolute value of the real part of the Fourier
components, are shown in figure 3.1. Instead of RGB images, monochrome im-
ages are used here as all results captured in this thesis, and with most of optical
diagnostics techniques, are monochrome images.

The spatial domain of an image is just the conventional way of presenting an
image as in figure 3.1a-c. The two images are selected as they represent two
different features: the one with chili peppers as shown in figure 3.1a, has more
details compared with the one with the word ’plasma’ as shown in figure 3.1b.
This difference is demonstrated in their Fourier domain as the Fourier Domain
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Figure 3.1: An example of the spatial domain and Fourier domain of images with different spatial structures and their
combination.

of the chili peppers includes more higher frequency components as shown in
figure 3.1d while the Fourier components of the plasma characters, as shown in
figure 3.1e, are concentrated in the center, i.e., lower frequency.

The combination of the images of the chili pepper and word ’plasma’ in both
spatial domain and Fourier domain are shown in figure 3.1c and f. As they
are mixed in both domains, it is nearly impossible to distinguish them without
knowing one of them in advance. This is often a problem for optical diagnostics
when the background interference from unwanted signals, e.g., the plasma emis-
sion, are strong and unpredictable.

3.1.3 Spatial and Fourier Domain of coded images

When discussing the concepts of spatial and Fourier Domain of an image, it is
intuitive to start with the spatial domain and derive the functions in Fourier
Domain. However, for the techniques used in this thesis, it is easier to think the
other way around: if one would like to distinguish two signals in their Fourier
domain as it is impossible to distinguish them in the spatial domain, what the
Fourier domain should look like? And what is the corresponding spatial domain?
It is then instinctive to start with a F (ν, υ) with a fixed ν and υ, i.e., a delta
point in the 2D Fourier Domain as the black dot shown in figure 3.2a.
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Figure 3.2: Function of a fixed ν and υ in the Fourier domain (a) and its real part as a function of x, y in the spatial
domain.

Using Eq.3.2, for a fixed ν = ν0 and υ = υ0, the inverse Fourier transform is:

f(x, y) = e2πi(ν0x+υ0y) (3.3)

Applying the Euler’s formula, eix = cosx+ isinx, Eq.3.3 can be writen as:

f(x, y) = cos[2π(ν0x+ υ0y)] + isin[2π(ν0x+ υ0y)] (3.4)

The real part of the Eq.3.4, i.e., the intensity of the imaging in spatial domain,
cos[2π(ν0x + υ0y)], is plotted in figure 3.2b as a function of x and y. It is a
sinusoid pattern with the direction or normal n = (ν0, υ0) and frequency equal
to

√
ν2

0 + υ2
0. If this sinusoid pattern could be introduced or coded in certain

signal, the modulated signal will be separated from the unmodulated ones in the
Fourier domain. Since cosine is an even function, the Fourier domain of a signal
with sinusoid pattern will have another component with ν = −ν0 and υ = −υ0,
as the red dot shown in figure 3.2a.

Two different sinusoid modulations are applied on images of the chili pepper
and world ’plasma’ in the spatial domain by multiplying the raw data with
the corresponding sinusoid pattern (see figure 3.3a-b). In the Fourier domain
as shown in figure 3.3d-e, two additional clusters show up as predicted. The
central part, which represents the DC components, remains as for real images
the intensity is always positive. Since the sinusoid pattern is multiplied on the
chili pepper horizontally, the two frequency components in the Fourier domain
also appear on the horizontal axis. In the meanwhile, the extra two clusters
for the word ’plasma’ appear on the vertical axis in the Fourier domain as the
sinusoid pattern is applied vertically in the spatial domain.

The sinusoid modulation on the chili pepper has higher frequency than the
one applied on the word ’plasma’. Hence, the two frequency components in
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Figure 3.3: Examples of the spatial domain and Fourier domain of images encoded with different sinusoid modulations
and their combination. The Fourier domain is shown with three times magnifications for a clearer view in the
center.

the Fourier domain of the chili pepper are further away from the center part.
This means that it is easier to separate the modulated components from the
unmodulated components in the center if the modulation applied on the spatial
domain has a higher frequency. Therefore, in real-life measurements, modulation
should be implemented using the highest modulation frequency possible.

Signals with different modulations are added up together and are shown in figure
3.3c and f. While it is still nearly impossible to separate them in the spatial do-
main, it is possible to extract the information of the modulated signal in Fourier
domain as signals with different modulations are well-separated. Extracting the
modulated signal will be done by a lock-in algorithm which will be discussed
later in Section 3.2. For the techniques that have been used in this thesis, en-
coding the target signal with sinusoid patterns are done in two ways: periodic
shadowing (PS) or structured illumination.

3.1.4 Periodic shadowing

For periodic shadowing, a sinusoid pattern is introduced to the signal of interest
right before the detection system. As the additional interference that is intro-
duced in the detection system has no such structure, it is therefore possible to
extract the native signal from the interference noise of the detection system.
Periodic shadowing was first developed to solve the problem with stray light
in spectroscopy [93] where a Ronchi grating was added on the entrance slit of
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a spectrometer as shown in figure 3.4. Later on, a custom-made optical fiber
bundle [94] was developed as an alternative to the Ronchi grating. As shown
in figure 3.4, the input of the fibers is concentrated in a round shape with each
individual fibers having a homogeneous collecting efficiency. And the output of
the fibers is prearranged in a linear periodic form so that the periodic shadow-
ing pattern could be achieved without any blockage of light compared with the
usage of the Ronchi gratings.

Figure 3.4: (Left) Schematic view of the Ronchi grid target on the entrance slit of a spectrometer. Figure adapted from
[93]. (Right) Optical fiber bundle for periodic shadowing with (a) the input end, (b) the fiber and (c) the
output end. Figure adapted from [93, 94].

The usage of the optical fiber bundle simplifies the alignment substantially, i.e.,
there is no need to image the target onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
This is particular helpful for in situ measurements where experimental environ-
ments can be chaotic and optical access is most often very limited, for example
in a high-pressure/vacuum chamber. However, since the light needs to be able
to propagate in the fiber, the wavelength of signal is limited by the material of
the fiber.

In paper I, periodic shadowing is applied in streak camera measurements for the
first time. The space-charge induced temporal dispersion is minimized with the
help of periodic shadowing while both temporal coverage and spatial information
are maintained. More details about this project will be discussed in Section 4.2.

3.1.5 Structured illumination

Another way to code the sinusoid pattern into a signal is done by structured
illumination for laser-related techniques. In the literature, it is called Struc-
tured Laser Illumination Planar Imaging (SLIPI). Instead of a laser sheet with
homogeneous intensity in the probe volume, an additional sinusoid pattern is
applied perpendicular to the propagation direction of the laser. Hence, only
the laser-induced signal will be modulated. Structured illumination is particu-
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larly useful for laser-related techniques when the background interference, e.g.,
plasma emission, is strong and rapidly varying.

Grating CL SF

x f 2x

CL’

f’

Top view

Side view

m =  3

m =  1

m =  0

m = -1

    ...

  

Figure 3.5: Optical arrangement for the creation of a modulated laser sheet. CL- vertically oriented cylindrical lens, SF-
spatial filter, CL’- horizontally oriented cylindrical lens. Figure adapted from Paper II.

The easiest way to achieve a modulated laser sheet at the probe volume is to im-
age a grating on the target. This will, however, generate residual lines from the
higher harmonics of the grating, i.e., the modulation is not perfectly ’clean’. To
get a clean pattern, a spatial filter is placed at the Fourier plane of the lens. The
spatial filter will remove all the overtones and the 0th order in the center but the
two fundamental frequencies of the grating. A sketch of this optical arrangement
is given in figure 3.5. With this configuration, the modulated pattern will be
the interference pattern of the two fundamental frequency components, which is
a prefect sinusoid. Unlike the image of a grating which has a fixed location for
certain image system, the interference pattern of the two frequency components
covers a larger area as it exists wherever the two frequency components meet.

A drawback of applying a spatial filter is the loss of intensity. Customized
diffractive optical elements (DOE) which preserve the energy mostly in the first
orders is introduced to replace the grating to solve this problem. The DOE
that has been used in this thesis (paper II and paper V) is manufactured by
HOLOOR with ≈ 87% energy stored in first orders. Although the energy left in
the 0th order is less than 1% with this DOE, it is still critical to remove it with
a spatial filter in the center. An example of how the sinusoid pattern will be
like with a tiny existence of the 0th order is shown in figure 3.6: The amplitude
of every other period will be weaker than expected.
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Figure 3.6: An example of the Rayleigh scattering signal with structured illumination. The periodic strips with one stronger
and one weaker indicate the existence of the 0th order from the grating pattern of the DOE.

3.2 Lock-in analysis

A lock-in algorithm inspired by the lock-in amplifier [95] is used to extract
information of the modulated signal. The lock-in amplifier refers to the elec-
trical instrument that extracts signal information (both amplitudes and phases)
from extremely noisy environment. A presumption for the lock-in amplifier to
work is the knowledge of the modulation frequency of the target signal, i.e., the
time-dependence of the signal. For images superimposed with certain sinusoid
pattern using periodic shadowing or structured illumination, the details of the
modulation frequency is known and can also be found in the Fourier domain. It
is therefore possible to extract the modulated signal with a lock-in algorithm.

3.2.1 Mathematical description in spatial domain

Detailed description of the lock-in algorithm has been discussed in [93] when
periodic shadowing was introduced and used in applications of spectroscopy
for the first time. There the signal is analyzed independently for different
wavelengths, i.e., in one dimension. In the following paragraphs, the math-
ematical description of the lock-in algorithm will be given in two dimensions
which is necessary for analysis of an image.

An acquired image include both modulated signal and unmodulated signal can
be represented as:

f(x, y) = A(x, y)sin[2π(ν0x+ υ0y) + φ0] +B(x, y) (3.5)
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where A(x, y) is the native signal to be modulated, i.e., the signal of interest,
and B(x, y) is the interference signal, i.e., the unmodulated signal. Similar
to Eq.3.4, the sinusoid modulation applied on the signal of interest has the
frequency

√
ν2

0 + υ2
0, the direction n = (ν0, υ0) and the phase φ0 at the origin

of the Cartesian coordinate system with axis x and y.

To apply the lock-in algorithm, two reference signals with a π/2 relative phase
shift and same frequency and orientation as the modulation pattern are intro-
duced:

R1(x, y) = sin[2π(ν0x+ υ0y) + φref ]

R2(x, y) = sin[2π(ν0x+ υ0y) + φref + π/2]
(3.6)

Multiplying f(x, y) with R1(x, y) and R2(x, y) and replace ν0x + υ0y with a
denotation X leads to:

f(x, y)R1(x, y) = A(x, y)sin(2πX + φ0)sin(2πX + φref ) +B(x, y)sin(2πX + φref )

f(x, y)R2(x, y) = A(x, y)sin(2πX + φ0)sin(2πX + φref + π/2)

+B(x, y)sin(2πX + φref + π/2)

(3.7)

Using the trigonometric function sinαsinβ = 1
2 [cos(α−β)− cos(α+β)], Eq.3.7

can be written as:

f(x, y)R1(x, y) =
1

2
A(x, y)[cos(φ0 − φref )− cos(4πX + φ0 + φref )]

+B(x, y)sin(2πX + φref )

f(x, y)R2(x, y) =
1

2
A(x, y)[sin(φ0 − φref )− sin(4πX + φ0 + φref )]

+B(x, y)sin(2πX + φref + π/2)

(3.8)

To select the signal of interest, A(x, y), a low-pass filter cutting out all the
components except for the first term on the right hand side of Eq.3.8 will be
applied, resulting as:

f(x, y)R1(x, y) =
1

2
Ã(x, y)cos(φ0 − φref )

f(x, y)R2(x, y) =
1

2
Ã(x, y)sin(φ0 − φref )

(3.9)

where the tilde assignment on A(x, y) indicates the frequency filtering. The
signal of interest can then be calculated as:

Ã(x, y) = 2
√

[f(x, y)R1(x, y)]2 + [f(x, y)R2(x, y)]2 (3.10)
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3.2.2 An example

An example of how the lock-in algorithm is used is given in figure 3.7. To apply
the low-pass filter on the images, the images are first converted to Fourier domain
by applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The sketch of the Fourier domain
is shown in figure 3.7b (left) with the DC component B(x, y) in the center
and two modulated components corresponding to A(x, y)sin[2π(ν0x + υ0y) +
φ0] aside, similar as the example given in figure 3.2. To move the modulated
components in center, the Fourier domain was multiplied with two reference
signals with a relative π/2 phase shift. Once the modulated components have
been moved to the center, low-pass filters can be applied as shown in figure
3.7b (right). And finally the extracted signal is achieved by an inverse Fourier
transform (iFFT).

Figure 3.7: (a) The signal of interest with (bottom) and without (top) modulation. (b) Left: Fourier domain of the
modulated signal. Right: Low-pass filters applied on the Fourier domain with the modulated component
shifted to center. The post-processed data is shown in (c) with the same frame color as the filters applied with
as indicated in (b). Figure adapted from Paper I.

The size and shape of the filter chosen is very important as it may make substan-
tial difference in the final results. The post-processed data with three different
filters is given in figure 3.7c. If some parts of the DC component is included by
the filter, e.g., the blue on in figure 3.7, the modulation pattern will remain in
the extracted signal, as shown in figure 3.7c with a blue frame. In general, the
larger the filter is, the less spatial resolution is sacrificed. However, depending
on the signal properties, including too many high frequency components where
the signal to noise ratio is very low may add addition noise. Parameter study
of the filter size of a real-life measurement will be discussed in next section as
given in Fig.3.11.
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3.3 Frequency Recognition Algorithm for Multiple
Exposures

3.3.1 Principle of FRAME

Frequency Recognition Algorithm for Multiple Exposures (FRAME) was first
proposed by Kristensson et al [96] to capture instantaneous 3D imaging of key
species in a flame. Instead of a single modulation, FRAME encodes signals
with multiple modulations which will later be deciphered by an algorithm. The
modulation can be coded within the signal of interest (such as structured illu-
mination) and/or right before the detection system (such as periodic shadowing).
For example, if the signals with different modulations contains information at
different times, it will be a videography technique with ultrafast temporal res-
olution as demonstrated in [97, 98]. If the modulations are coded at different
locations, volumetric information could be reconstructed as presented in paper
II. If the modulations are coded before the detection system, interference signals
induced in the detection system can be reduced as presented in paper I.

xx x ( )+ + +

Figure 3.8: The spatial domain and Fourier domain of a target with homogeneous illumination (left), single modulated
illumination (middle) and illumination with multiple modulations (right).

An example of the principle of FRAME is given in figure 3.8. Four different
modulations is applied with same frequency but different directions. As the
modulated components end up in different positions in the Fourier domain, it
is therefore possible to extract them one by one using the lock-in algorithm
discussed in previous sections.
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The FRAME technique has been developed by the group led by Kristensson &
Ehn since first published in 2017. Effect has been put to (1) apply FRAME
on different applications and (2) increase the image storage capacity. With
the initial number of modulation encoded to be four, it has been push up to
24 in [99] by combining both structured illumination and structured detection.
Single-exposure videography using FRAME has been tested on pulse trains with
sequence lengths ranging from 2 to 1024 image frames in [100]. More technique
details regarding FRAME can be found in the thesis of Dr.Dorozynska [101] and
the references therein.

3.3.2 FRAME for volumetric study

FRAME has been applied for 3D reconstruction of the ground state OH distri-
bution around a gliding arc discharge in paper II. In this application, modulation
was encoded to the signal by structured illumination. Instead of homogeneous
illumination as used in conventional PLIF imaging, laser sheets with periodic
intensity pattern were used. Four of these laser sheets were illuminating the
target on top of each other with a gap of 0.5 mm. As illustrated in Fig.3.9, with
the camera view perpendicular to the plane of the laser sheets, PLIF signal of
OH from four different locations with different modulations will be recorded
simultaneously in a single acquisition. Each individual PLIF image will later
be extracted using a lock-in algorithm and the volumetric information of OH
will be given by a 3D reconstruction based on a linear transition of the signal
intensity between two neighboring layers of the PLIF images.

Figure 3.9: Laser sheets arrangement for volumetric study using FRAME. Figure adapted from Paper II.

An example of volumetric measurements of OH with FRAME is given in fig-
ure 3.10. The three enlarged sections in figure 3.10a represent three typical
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situations: (I) only one modulation is captured, (II) no modulation is captured
and (III) more than one modulation is captured. As predicted by the theory,
wherever the modulation is captured in the raw data, the signal will remain in
the extracted data. For example, in the center part of section I, only the hori-
zontal modulation is captured. Therefore only the PLIF image with horizontal
modulation has signal there. The same applies to section III where only the two
PLIF images with the modulation captured in the raw data keep the signal at
that region. Comparing section II and section III, it is noticeable that while the
intensity of signal for those two sections has similar magnitude in the raw data,
the signal of section III has much higher intensity in the extracted PLIF images.
This is a great example of how the plasma emission background without any
modulation is rejected with FRAME.

Figure 3.10: An example of the PLIF imaging with FRAME for OH around a gliding arc discharge. (a) Raw data with
three zoomed sections for a clearer view of the modulation pattern. (b) Four extracted PLIF images presented
with the corresponding modulation pattern on top.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the choice of the filter size is very important when
extracting modulated signals. An example of how the size of the filter can affect
the exacted data is given in figure 3.11 from the volumetric measurement of
OH. Extracted PLIF images and the final 3D reconstruction with four different
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filter sizes is demonstrated. In general, the larger the filter size is, the more
details will be kept. However, if the filter is too big, interference from the
neighbouring modulation will start to appear. For example, while the second
and third PLIF images look very different with small filter as shown in figure
3.11e, they are almost identical in figure 3.11h where a large filter is applied. It
is very important for the user of FRAME to choose a filter size that maximizes
the signal-to-noise ratio without introducing any adjacent modulations. For this
measurement, the filter for results shown in figure.3.11f is a good choice. As the
size of this filter is less than 1% of the whole Fourier Domain, it shows a great
potential of the image storage capacity of FRAME.

Figure 3.11: (a) Raw data captured by camera. A 2D Gaussian band-pass Filter (b) is used to select the isolated peaks of
each layer in the Fourier domain (c). The size of the filter determines the resolution of the extracted images:
the larger the filter size is, the more information is preserved (higher resolution) while the more interference
from neighboring modulations will be included as well. (d-h)
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Chapter 4

Experimental set-up and
results

This chapter presents the experimental set-ups that has been used in this thesis,
i.e., the streakcamera system (Paper I), the gliding arc set-up (Paper II, III &
IV) and the nanosecond pulsed discharge system (paper V & VI). Results, not
only the published ones, but also the detailed ones that have not been, neither
will be, published, are discussed in detail. Some techniques that have been
discussed in chapter 3 have been applied: Periodic shadowing was applied in
the application with streak camera to reduce the temporal contrast of streak
camera measurements (paper I); LIF with structured illumination was used to
render 3D OH distribution around a gliding arc discharge channel together with
FRAME (paper II); emission spectroscopy, LIF was carried out to characterize
the flame for a large-scale industrial burner assisted by a rotating gliding arc
system (paper III & V); and finally laser scattering with structured illumination,
emission spectroscopy and LIF were used to study a lifted flat flame assisted by
an ultrafast ns pulsed discharge (paper V & VI).
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4.1 The streak camera
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Figure 4.1: The principle of a streak camera.

The streak camera, first introduced by Courtney-Pratt in 1949 [102, 103] for
the dynamic studies of fast transient phenomena, have the ability to simultan-
eously capture spatial and temporal information of a signal with subpicosecond
resolution. The resolution of a state-of-the-art streak cameras is down to 800
fs (HAMAMATRSU with M16197-800 resolution option), which is far beyond
the capability of traditional mechano-optical cameras. The working principle of
streak cameras is presented in Fig.4.1. The signal of interest first passes a slit
which is imaged on the photocathode (normally with certain de-magnification
ratio: 1/2 as in paper I). The electrons generated by the photocathode will then
be directed into a sweeping tube where a voltage ramp is applied. Electrons
enter the sweeping tube at different times and therefore will experience different
electric field that accelerate them to different perpendicular velocities. Eventu-
ally, the electrons with different velocities will arrive at the phosphor screen at
different positions. Both the temporal and the spatial information along the slit
axis will be visible on the final image, which is displayed to the right in figure
4.1.

4.1.1 Improved temporal contrast with periodic shadowing

The space charge effect [104] refers to the phenomenon that charged particles
are repelled by other charged particles in space. For example, the velocity of
electrons may be altered by repelling forces introduced by neighboring electrons.
As a result, the velocity of the free electrons entering the sweep tube will be
redistributed after being emitted from the photocathode. As any initial velo-
city difference of the electron when entering the sweeping tube will result in a
temporal dispersion in the final image, the resolution in streak camera meas-
urements is largely dependent on the space-charge-induced temporal dispersion.
Much research has been carried out and proven successful in reducing this ef-
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fect, for example, the accelerating mesh as shown in figure 4.1 can filter out the
electrons which have non-zero velocity components in directions other than the
propagation direction. More examples are given in paper I and the references
therein.

In this thesis, periodic shadowing is applied to improve the temporal dispersion
in streak camera measurements by tagging the signal with a sinusoidal pattern
when entering the slit. The sinusoidal pattern was introduced in two ways:
either by a Ronchi grating [93] or by a specially designed optical fiber bundle
[94]. The experimental set-up, analysis process and results of the measurement
of two consecutive scattered laser pulsed with FWHM around 250 ps are shown
in figure 4.2. A clear drop of the signal intensity between the two pulses can be
identified, indicating that the two peaks that were merged together were suc-
cessfully separated by periodic shadowing. More results, including measurement
of a single scattered laser pulse and measurement of the fluorescence lifetime of
Rhodamine 610, were carried out and discussed in paper I. All results show
that the improvement of temporal dispersion using periodic shadowing is most
efficient at the rising/falling edge of a signal, i.e., when the change of signal
intensity is dramatic. This is not surprising as the stronger the signal intensity
is, the more deviated electrons there will be. And for the part where the sig-
nal is weaker, a little ”leaked signal” from the stronger signal will make a huge
difference.
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Figure 4.2: The principle of applying periodic shadowing for streak camera measurements including (left) a sketch of the
set-up; (middle) an example of the analysis process of a single-shot imaging of two consecutive scattered laser
pulses; and (right) the comparison of the temporal resolution acquired with/without periodic shadowing (PS).
(Figure adapted from paper I.)

The difference of the modulation depth of the signal created by the grating
and optical fiber bundle is demonstrated in figure 4.3a. Clearly, the fiber is
better. As given in figure 3.4, the sinusoidal pattern of the signal is generated
by a linear alignment of the fibers. In principle, no background interference
will be introduced between two adjacent fibers. Whereas when the grating is
used, background scattered light is able to enter the slit more easily due its
higher acceptance angle and less efficient shielding. The temporal dispersion
improvement for two consecutive signals is given in figure 4.3b where it is rated
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by a parameter named the Michelson Contrast (see supplement material of paper
I). The use of the optical fiber bundle not only provides higher modulation depth
and better temporal contrast, the flexibility of the optical path via the fibers
also allows for measurements to be carried out in complicated systems where
optical access is limited. However, as different materials are required for light
with different wavelength inside a fiber, broadband measurement for a single
event using fibers might be difficult to achieve.
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Figure 4.3: (a) The modulation depth of the signal created by the grating and fiber bundle. (b) Michelson contrast of the
raw data (blue), grating of 5 lp/mm (red) and 7 lp/mm (purple) and fiber bundle of 4.8 lp/mm. The delay
refers to the time difference between the two pulses. (Figure adapted from paper I.)

4.1.2 Improved effective dynamic range with periodic shadow-
ing

The dynamic range of a streak camera is also limited by the space charge effect.
To achieve higher dynamic range, optical beam deflection is proposed to replace
the conventional electron beam deflection as shown in figure 4.1. For example,
a streak camera with dynamic range over 3000 has been achieved using a solid-
state waveguide as an alternative to the photocathode and sweeping tube [105].
Instead of a voltage ramp, the varying time of flight of the signal photons through
the waveguide-based prism generates a linear mapping of time to space. The
disadvantage of streak cameras based on optical beam deflection is the slow
sweep rate [105], limiting the ultimate resolution of such a kind of streak camera.

Preliminary tests with the aim of increasing the dynamic range of a streak cam-
era with periodic shadowing have been carried out. The results are shown in
figure 4.4 where a femtosecond pulse train (FWHM around 50 fs) with a linearly
decreasing intensity (50% less each pulse) was sent into a streak camera. Al-
though the first pulse is twice as strong as the second one, the recorded intensity
of the two differ much less. This is believed to be the result of photocathode sat-
uration within the ultrashort pulse duration. The peak intensity of each pulse
obtained with/without periodic shadowing is given in figure 4.4b. The range
where the linearity of the peak intensity remains is wider for results obtained
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Figure 4.4: Measurement of a pulse train with a linear decrease in intensity. Single shot signal is given in red (with periodic
shadowing (PS)) and in blue (without periodic shadowing) respectively in (a). The peak intensity of each
pulse, normalized by the weakest peak, is given in (b).

with periodic shadowing: linear fitting with a R value equal around 0.90 can be
attained from pulse 2 to pulse 8 with periodic shadowing but only from pulse 2
to pulse 5 without it. While further investigations are needed, this preliminary
test showed the potential of achieving a higher effective dynamic range of streak
camera by using periodic shadowing.
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4.2 Volumetric study of hydroxyl radicals around a
gliding arc discharge

As one of the representative radicals generated by gliding arc discharge due to
electron-induced dissociation of water in ambient air [106, 107], ground-state
OH has been measured to be distributed around the discharge column with a
hollow structure and can thus be treated as a marker for the discharge channel
[81, 108]. Ground-state OH is also important for plasma chemistry for its high
oxidation potential (especially for the applications regarding pollutant gases
decomposition) [109, 110]. For example, simultaneous PLIF of both toluene
and OH showed that OH radicals induced by a GAD can effectively decompose
toluene molecules [63].

When applying laser-induced techniques for plasma-related diagnostics, the in-
terference of the luminous broadband plasma emission is always a problem (typ-
ical images of plasma emission are shown in Figure.1.3). For this project, where
the task is to capture volumetric information of OH distribution in the vicin-
ity of a gliding arc at atmospheric conditions, it is very important to be able
to distinguish the LIF signal from the plasma emission. Therefore, structured
illumination with FRAME is applied as the unmodulated plasma emission is
inherently minimized by the FRAME approach.

An example of how OH distribution around a gliding arc can be misinterpreted
due to the ”3D-effect” is shown in Figure.4.5. With a fixed x-axis, the spread
of 3D-effect-free OH distribution along the y axis is only half compared to tra-
ditional PLIF data. Therefore, volumetric, i.e., three dimensional, information

h 

Laser sheet

Discharge channel
x

y

α 

Figure 4.5: PLIF imaging of OH distribution around a gliding arc discharge channel with (bottom) and without (top) any
3D-effect. Severe distortions of the OH distribution can be seen from the one with 3D-effect.
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of radical distributions is of utmost importance since plasma discharges have
complex three-dimensional structures that display transient and unpredictable
dynamics. Single-shot three-dimensional imaging of OH around a gliding arc
discharge channel has been achieved in paper II using structured illumination
and FRAME.

4.2.1 The gliding arc system

A schematic and a photo of the set up of the gliding arc discharge system are
shown in Fig.4.6. The gliding arc discharge is driven by an AC power supply
(Generator 9030E, 170 SOFTAL Electronic GmbH, Germany) at a frequency of
35 kHz, i.e. 28.6 ms per pulse. The voltage and the current can be measured
with a high voltage probe (Tektronix 6015A) and a current monitor (Pearson
Electronics, model 6585). The electrical power is calculated as the product of
the measured voltage and current. For this project, the input power was limited
to around 400 W. Two diverging electrodes were constructed with stainless steel
tubes with an outer diameter of 3 mm. In order to avoid overheating, the tube
is water cooled. The gas flow is injected from a hole with a diameter of 3
mm between the electrodes in order to drive the plasma column up along the
electrodes. In this work, the gas flow rate was set between 10 to 20 l/min. For
safety reasons, the gliding arc set up was shielded and grounded within a metal
box with a ventilation system placed above it.
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Figure 4.6: The sketch and a photo of the gliding arc set-up.

This gliding arc system has been investigated exceedingly by the group at the
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combustion physics department of Lund university [58, 82, 108, 111, 112, 113,
114]. For example, the characterization of this system, including the electron
number density and energy dissipation channels were analyzed using a current-
voltage lumped model in [111]. Translational, rotational, vibrational and elec-
tron temperatures of the gliding arc discharge were measured by optical emission
spectroscopy and laser-induced Rayleigh scattering in [58]. The effective removal
of toluene using this system was reported in [63]. Simultaneous visualization of
OH and CH2O for a gliding-arc-assisted turbulent flame shows that the active
species and thermal energy produced by the gliding arc stabilizes the flame [108].
A similar power supply from the same company (Generator 6030E), normally
operating at a frequency of 31.25 kHz, has also been used by the group and
reported in [81, 115].

4.2.2 Volumetric study of OH

Volumetric studies of OH around the gliding arc with different flow speeds were
carried out using structured illumination LIF and FRAME. Four laser sheets
were made parallel to each other with a gap of 0.5 mm as shown in figure 4.7. The
LIF signal was directed to an iCCD camera (Gen 2 Istar, 1024 × 1024 pixels,
Andor Instruments) by a mirror placed above the gliding arc. A band-pass
Notch filter, centered at 310 nm ± 20 nm, was used to minimize the scattered
laser light at 283.92 nm and broadband plasma emission. Single-shot images
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Figure 4.7: Optical arrangement for the experiment: BS- beam splitter, DOE- diffractive optical element, CL- vertically
oriented cylindrical lens ( f = 750 mm), CL- horizontally oriented cylindrical lens (f=1500 mm), SF- spatial
filter, BD- beam dumps and d- separation distance between the laser sheets in the probe volume. The detailed
optical arrangement of the modulated laser sheet creation as marked in the yellow box can be found in figure
3.5. Figure adapted from paper II.
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were taken with a camera gate of 10 ns. The data analysis process including
FRAME and 3D reconstruction is discussed in detail in paper II (figure 3) and
section 3.3.1. In the following paragraphs, results, especially unpublished ones
will be brought forward.

For this project, the investigation of the OH distribution around a gliding arc,
the main focus was on the influence of the gas flow rate. Three different flow
rates, 10, 15 and 20 l/min, were used. The maximum length of the gliding arc
propagating along the gas flow is highly dependent on the gas flow rate [81]. The
propagation of the gliding arc channel, i.e., the growth of the discharge channel,
can be terminated by short-cutting and/or re-ignition events upstream of the
discharge. The higher the flow rate is, the shorter the maximum length of the
gliding arc will be. With a fixed position of the laser sheets, OH distribution
around different parts of the gliding arc can be captured. Three examples of
various positions of the cross section between the laser sheets and the gliding
arc channel are shown in figure 4.8. The hollow structure of OH observed in
the 3D reconstruction of the second example shown in figure 4.8 can never be
achieved by any two dimensional images.

Camera View 3D ReconstructionDischarge Position

Figure 4.8: Examples of different results captured due to different positioning of the laser sheets in relation to the gliding
arc.

When a complete hollow structure of OH distribution is captured, such as the
third example given in figure 4.8. The angle between the propagating orienta-
tion of the discharge channel and the plane of the laser sheets can be calculated.
This angle, denoted as α as shown in figure 4.5 and 4.9, can be used to render
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3D-effect-free images by direct projection of the raw images to the plane per-
pendicular to the propagation of the gliding arc discharge. In figure 6 of paper
II, the orientation of discharge channels from 6 pairs of ring-like OH distribu-
tions with respect to the position of the electrodes are shown. Here, the raw
data, calibrated images without 3D-effect and the 3D reconstruction of the 6
pairs are shown in figure 4.9 with the same color code. Since α = 90◦ means
that the laser sheets cross the discharge perpendicularly, i.e., no 3D-effect for
the captured data, the smaller the α is, the more distortion can be observed
between the raw images and calibrated 3D-effect-free images. For example, the
ring-like OH structures given in figure 4.9a (top) and figure 4.9b (bottom) have
been changed quite a lot by the projection process, while little difference can be
noticed for the one in figure 4.9f (bottom right).
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Figure 4.9: Examples of the raw PLIF images, 3D-effect-free imaging and 3D reconstruction of the OH around a gliding
arc. The z axis of the 3D reconstruction is stretched tenfold for a better demonstration. The angle α of the
plasma channel penetrating the ring-like OH distribution is indicated aside each ring.

The size of the calibrated ring-like OH distribution has been discussed and
shown in figure 4.10 for different flow rates. The diameter of the OH distri-
bution is denoted as D, while the diameter of the hollow structure inside the
distribution is denoted as d. The hollow structure is referred to as the non-
thermal-equilibrium zone as ground state OH is detected after turning off the
power supply, indicating the existence of excited state of OH when the plasma
is on [paper i]. The lower the flow rate is, the larger the size of the ring will
be. If two such volumes merge, the local impedance will decrease. When the
impedance through the volume, which has higher temperature and is rich with
reactive and excited species, is lower than the impedance of the gliding arc
channel downstream, a short-cutting event will take place. For a gliding arc
running at lower flow rate, i.e., larger size of OH distribution, the likelihood of
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short-cutting events will be higher (same as measured in figure 5 of [81]). As
the total impedance of a gliding arc will be lowered after a short-cutting, higher
probability of short-cuttings leads to lower probabilities of a re-ignition, which
occurs when a new discharge channel is formed at the narrowest gap upstream
between the electrodes. Re-ignition events completely terminate a gliding arc.
Thus, a gliding arc channel can survive longer with less frequent occurring of
re-ignitions, e.g., when operating with a lower flow rate with higher chance of
short-cuttings.
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Figure 4.10: Effective diameters of 39 OH rings (D) and 55 non-thermal-equilibrium zones (d) at different flow rate
conditions. Figure adapted from paper II.
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4.3 The Siemens Energy burner

Another application for gliding arc discharges that has been studied in this thesis
is a rotating gliding arc (RGA) system running in an industrial combustor.
For industrial combustion applications, minimal NOx emissions is crucial. A
convenient and well-known solution to reduce these is to use lean premixed gas.
The leaner the premixed gas can be, the less NOx emission will be produced.
However, when the premixed gas is too lean, the combustion becomes unstable
and can no longer be sustained. One way to extend the Lean Blow-Out (LBO)
limit of the flame is to use a plasma discharge. For example, a nanosecond
repetitive pulsed discharge has been tested to extend the lean extinction limit
of a swirled propane flame from global Φ = 0.4 to 0.11 [22]. The active species,
e.g., free electrons and atoms or molecules in excited states, generated by plasma
discharge can help to stabilize the combustion at leaner conditions. In this thesis,
a rotating gliding arc discharge generated by the same power supply as discussed
in the section 4.2.1 has been applied in a downscaled Siemens Energy Dry Low
Emission SGT-750 burner. Different diagnostic techniques have been used in
order to study the plasma-assisted combustion process, including OH PLIF,
high-speed videography of OH Chemiluminescence, flame emission spectroscopy
and quantitative analysis of the CO and NOx emission in the exhaust gas.

4.3.1 The Burner Configuration

A schematic of the Siemens Energy Dry Low Emission (DLE) SGT-750 burner
(referred to as the Siemens Energy burner in this thesis) is shown in Figure.4.11.
The principle and history of the development of DLE burners can be found in
[116]. There are three stages of this burner: the Rich Pilot Lean (RPL), the
Pilot and the Main. The high-voltage electrode was integrated inside the RPL
of the burner with the wall of the RPL being grounded. The rotation of the
discharge was achieved by two sets of swirler vanes, mounted on the exit of the
Pilot and Main respectively. To carry out optical diagnostics, quartz windows
were used downstream of the Main. When operating, the total thermal power
of the flame was varied between 78 to 98 kW while the average power produced
by the RGA was 75 to 82 W, which is merely 0.1 % of the total thermal power.
Premixed methane-air flow was fed to the Pilot and Main with the air preheated
to 400 ◦C. Two different gases were sent to RPL in this project: air or oxygen.
For safety reasons, the RPL is always full of air upon ignition of the flame. A
schematic of the experiment set-up can be found in figure 2 of paper III.
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Figure 4.11: A stech of the Simens burner with the top view of the burner showing the pilot and main swirlers and a photo
of the discharge captured by a standard digital camera. (Figure adapted from paper III.)

4.3.2 Stabilization of the flame

Stabilization of the flame was captured by both a standard digital camera and
high-speed OH chemiluminescence. Photos of the flame for different global Φ
with/without RGA are shown in figure 4.12. For this burner, a central recircu-
lation zone (CRZ) anchoring on the Main exit created by the vortex breakdown
of swirling flow will be observed if the flame is stable [117, 118, 119, 120]. The
central recirculation zones, also named as inner recirculation zones, are created
aerodynamically by the spiral motion of swirling flows. The flow structure of a
typical gas turbine combustor is shown to the left in figure 4.12. When stabiliz-
ation of a flame is lost, the flame will be stretched downstream as shown on the
very left photos of each condition in figure 4.12. If the global Φ continues to go
leaner, the flame will eventually blow out. It can be seen that the LBO limit is
extended from global Φ = 0.48 to 0.46 for air in PRL, and from 0.47 to 0.44 for
oxygen in RPL respectively.

Besides the flame configuration, another parameter that has been used to char-
acterize the flame stability is the CO emission level. The LBO event can be
identified by an exponential increase of CO emission as plotted in figure 4.13.
As the equivalence ratio goes down, the CO emission keeps decreasing until
the LBO limit is reached, from which an dramatic increase of CO emission is
observed. This shows that the LBO limit is a very important parameter for
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Figure 4.12: (left) Example of the flow structure of a gas turbine with coaxial swirl injector [121]. (right) Photographs of
the flame configuration at different global φ with/without the RGA.

industrial gas turbines that operation at the lowest possible equivalence ratio
before LBO is optimal for minimal CO and NOx emission.

Figure 4.13: CO emission level for different gas injection in RPL at different global Φ. The unit used for the emission level,
ppmvd (parts per million by volume dry), is a standard unit used for emission concentration. The @15 % O2

indicates that all the values are normalized to a same O2 level: 15%.
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The stabilization process of a close-to-LBO flame, captured by high-speed (1
kHz) OH chemiluminescence, is presented in figure 4.14. While the flame con-
figuration of Φ = 0.47 with air in RPL was only a bit stretched out compared to
the leaner case where Φ = 0.46 as shown in figure 4.12, the OH chemilumines-
cence before and after the stabilization of the flame displays evident differences.
When the RGA is turned on, a rotating flame kernel is introduced to the flame.
Interactions between the flame kernel and the flame itself re-establishes the
CRZ of the flame in approximately 10 ms. More information about the flame
structure, analyzed by OH PLIF signal, can be found in paper IV.

Figure 4.14: Chemiluminescence of OH showing the stabilization of a close-to-LBO flame (global Φ = 0.47 with air in
PRL) with the assistance of the RGA.

4.3.3 Optical emission of the flame

Optical emission of the flame was captured using two spectrometers: a fiber
spectrometer (AvaSpec-ULS2048XL-EVO-RS-UA) and a Czerny-Turner spec-
trometer (Andor Shamrock 750, 1200 l/mm blazed at 300 nm) with a CCD cam-
era (Andor iDus 420-OE). The fiber spectrometer covers a wide range between
200 nm to 1160 nm and was used to record the overall spectra of the flame
emission. The Czerny-Turner spectrometer was used to capture the oxygen A
band with higher resolution and sensitivity. The gate of the spectrometer was
set to 500 ms for the fiber spectrometer and 1 s for the Czerny-Turner/CCD
system.

Average spectra of the flame emission captured with global Φ = 0.49 with/without
the RGA is shown in figure 4.15. Without RGA, the OH(A−X) peak around
310 nm and peaks in the near-infrared range were observed in the spectra from
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the flame. No difference was observed for the OH peak when replacing the air
with oxygen in the RPL, while the infrared peaks were slightly stronger with
oxygen in RPL. However, when the RGA is turned on, a large number of ionized
and/or excited molecules/atoms are created by the free electrons as well as con-
siderable heat release. As a result, the flame emission gets more intense, where
all peaks are approximately 2 to 3 times stronger compared with the spectrum
of the pure flame. In addition, more peaks appear when the RGA is turned on:
another band of the OH(A − X) transition around 283 nm, the CH(A − X)
transition around 430 nm and two relatively strong peaks at 590 nm and 767
nm, which arise from the Sodium- (3p to 3s) and Potassium D-lines (4p to 4s).
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Figure 4.15: Average spectra (from 100 measurements) of the flame emission with/without RGA running at global Φ =
0.49.

The spectra between 750 nm to 780 nm was also measured with the Andor
spectrometer with higher resolution where the split between the pair of P and
PQ lines of oxygen A band is well-resolved. Single-shot spectra of the molecular
oxygen captured with/without RGA are shown in figure 4.16. Both the (0-0)
band, i.e. the A band, and the (1-1) band are observed. For the A band, the
whole band structure was captured with a band head of R and RQ branches
around 760 nm and groups of P and PQ pairs on the longer wavelength range.
For the (1-1) band, however, only the band head structure around 768 nm
between the two K∗ peaks was measured. For cases with air in the RPL, the
emission becomes stronger when the flame is richer, while for RPL filled with
O2, non-linear increase of the emission was observed with a big jump when
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Figure 4.16: Single-shot spectra of the flame emission in different conditions. Note that the K∗ peaks are out of the scale
for a better presentation of the A band.

the equivalence ratio reaches 0.5. When the RGA was introduced in the RPL,
the emission from molecular oxygen is approximately two times stronger with
the RPL filled with O2. This plasma-induced oxygen emission is, however, less
obvious when the RPL is operating with air.
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4.4 Nanosecond pulsed discharge

An nanosecond pulsed discharge (NPD), with a pulse duration of 4 ns (FWHM)
and repetition rate of 1 Hz, has been applied on a lifted CH4-Air flat flame
at atmospheric pressure to study the formation dynamics of the discharge and
plasma-assisted combustion. The flat flame is supported by a McKenna burner
with a round flow stabilizer placed around 30 mm above the surface of the
burner. To lift the flame, the equivalence ratio of the premixed flame was set to
be 0.62 with 0.84 SLPM CH4 and 13.5 SLPM Air. Two configurations of the
electrodes are used as shown in figure 4.17a, with the pin-to-pin one reported in
paper VI and the pin-to-plane one reported in paper VII. The power supply of
the NPD is manufactured by FID with the operation range from 30 kV to 200
kV and a maximum repetition rate of 1 kHz.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Sketch of a the burner. The tip placed on the center of the burner surface (marked with dashed red line) is
removed for the pin-to-plane electrode configuration. (b) Experimental set-up for NPD measurements. Laser
system, optics and detecting system (either an iCCD/iCOMS camera or a spectrometer with a camera) are
different for different measurements.

General experimental set-up for NPD measurements is given in figure 4.17b. For
safety reasons, the burner is placed inside a mental cage which has to be locked
before switching on the high-voltage power supply. The mental cage also works
as a Faraday cage to shield the strong electromagnetic fields generated by the
NPD which disturbs electronic devices such as the camera and the delay box.
In addition, the ventilation exhaust, placed right above the burner, is turned on
during the operation. The laser system, optical arrangement and the detecting
system are different for different measurements. Detailed information regarding
the specific equipment used in each set-up can be found in the corresponding
publications.
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The laser system, the high-voltage generator and the detecting system are syn-
chronized by being externally triggered with signals generated from a delay box.
The time jitter between the high-voltage pulse and the laser/camera imaging
system is several nanoseconds, which is similar to the FWHM of the NPD. For
dynamic studies of the discharge formation, jitter correction is required to ar-
range captured images in a correct time sequence. To compensate the time
jitter, for each plasma formation event, the trigger signal to the laser/camera
system and the monitor signal from the high-voltage pulse generator are cap-
tured simultaneously with a 6 GHz oscilloscope as shown in figure 4.18. In this
way, the actual capturing time of each image in relation to the plasma discharge
is known and the time jitter is corrected.
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Figure 4.18: Time jitter between the high-voltage pulse and the laser/camera system. (Figure adapted from paper V.)

Laser scattering measurements were preformed to capture the formation dy-
namics of the discharge while LIF measurements of CH2O were preformed to
study PAC hundreds of nanosecond after the discharge. Optical emission spec-
trum of the plasma emission was captured, and both rotational and vibrational
temperature were calculated by fitting the spectra of N2 (C-B) transition with
SPECAIR.

4.4.1 Formation dynamics of the NPD

Photographs of the flame during an NPD of 30 kV is shown on 4.19a. For the pin-
to-pin electrode configuration, a discharge channel is created between the two
tips with a secondary flame ignited in the unburnt region close to the anode. For
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Figure 4.19: (Left) Photographs of the NPD-stimulated flame with pin-to-pin (top) and pin-to-plane (bottom) electrode
configurations. The areas marked with yellow frames represent the three different regions of the flame for
each configuration. (Right) Three images of the plasma emission captured during a discharge event. Two
different types of discharge are observed for the pin-to-pin configuration. Note that same colorbar range
was used for each image sequence with the exception of the pin-to-plane electrode configuration where the
maximum value of the colorbar range for the last image is 4 times larger than the previous two.

the pin-to-plane electrode configuration, however, brush-like streamers between
the anode and flamefront (region one) was observed. The bruch-like streamers
can be seen more clearly from the plasma emission images captured with an
iCCD camera, as shown on figure 4.19b.

Two different types of plasma were observed for the pin-to-pin electrode con-
figuration: a confined type with strong emission from the discharge channel
between the two tips, and a diffuse type where plasma emission is more diffuse
and also one order of magnitude weaker. For this configuration, plasma emis-
sion always starts from a small area near the anode where the electrons start
to build up. Once the discharge channel is formed, the intensity of the plasma
emission increases immediately. The time when strong plasma emission from
the streamer is observed is defined as time zero. The streamer formed with
both the pin-to-pin and pin-to-plane electrode configuration is negative.

To further study the formation dynamics of the plasma, laser scattering with
structured illumination is applied on the pin-to-pin configuration. With struc-
tured illumination, strong plasma emission is cleared out using a lock-in al-
gorithm and imaging of laser scattering signal is achieved as shown in figure
4.20. Detailed information about the experimental set-up, optical arrangement
and data analysis process can be found in paper V (figure 2 and figure 3). Sim-
ilar to what is shown in figure 4.19, the plasma emission for the confined-type
is so strong (approximately 10 times stronger than the diffuse type) that it is
almost impossible to distinguish the scattered laser signal with sinusoid pattern.
However, as strong as the plasma emission is, it is still possible to extract the
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Figure 4.20: Single-shot imaging of the plasma emission and laser scattering with structured illumination at different times
during a discharge with a pin-to-pin electrode configuration. (a-b) Raw data, (c-d) processed data and (e-f)
the Fourier domain and magnified processed data at t = 5.3 ns for two different type of plasma. The dashed
line on each image is the position of the flamefront.
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modulated scattering signal out in the Fourier domain as shown in figure 4.20e-f.
The Fourier domain of the image captured at t = 5.3 ns for the confined-type
and diffuse-type plasma are given in figure 4.20e and f respectively. Although
the dc component for the confined-type is much stronger, the modulated sig-
nal for the two types can both be well-separated from the unmodulated DC
component. The processed images using an ellipse filter marked by the white
circle in Fourier domain in figure 4.20e and f is given in figure 4.20b and d. The
scattering signal for both types displays similar signal intensity regardless how
strong the interference of the plasma emission is. Being able to deliver plasma-
emission-free signals shows how powerful the laser/optical technique combining
structured illumination and lock-in algorithm is for diagnostics of plasma-related
phenomena.

The dynamics of the scattering signal from three different regions of the flame
is analyzed separated. The three regions as marked in figure 4.19a and 4.20e-f
are: region one, the unburnt region along the discharge channel between the two
pins close to the anode; region two, the postflame region along the discharge
channel close to the cathode; region three, the region aside from the center
discharge channel including unburnt gas, flamefront and postflame. Temporal
profiles of the average signal intensity from these three regions are plotted in
figure 4.21. The results indicate that the distribution of laser scattering signal
is different for the two plasma types. Stronger signal from region 2 is recognized
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Figure 4.21: Temporal profile of the laser scattering signal captured at the three regions of the NPD-stimulated flame with
a pin-to-pin electrode configuration.
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for the confined-type while signal from region 1 is the strongest for the diffuse-
type. The different signal distribution demonstrates that the diffuse-type plasma
was formed in a larger volume of the flame while the confined-type is more
concentrated in the discharge channel between the two electrodes. Assuming
the scattering signals in region 1 and 3 are mainly from charged particles as
these regions overlap with the path of discharge channel, the shift of the peak
of the signal from region 1 (at around t = 5 ns, blue dashed line) to region 3 (at
around t = 8 ns, green dashed line) can be an indicator of the plasma induced
effect of the flame. Indeed, further investigations are required to confirm this
speculation.

4.4.2 Temperature measurement

Optical emission from the three regions as marked in figure 4.19a with the pin-
to-plane electrodes configuration was taken with a spectrometer (Shamrock 750,
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Figure 4.22: Averaged spectra (100 measurements) of the NPD-stimulated methane-air flame with pin-to-plane electrode
configuration. The positions of the three regions (unburnt, flamefront and postflame) are marked in figure
4.19a. In (a) and (b), the intensity of the signal is normalized with respect to the peak of the (1,0) band
from the unburnt region with an applied voltage of 40 kV. The peak of (0,0) band from flamefront with V =
40 kV shown in (a) was not captured as the camera was saturated.
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Andor Instruments) and an iCCD camera (Gen 2 IStar, Andor Instruments).
The spectrum between 275 nm to 365 nm was calibrated using a standard Deu-
terium lamp (Cathodeon R07). Several bands of the N2(C − B) transition
were detected as shown on figure 4.22. Spectra taken with an applied voltage
V = 40 kV are shown in figure 4.22a in which the signal intensity is normal-
ized with respect to the peak of (1,0) band from the unburnt region. Different
band structure indicates different rotational and vibrational temperatures which
will be further discussed later in figure 4.23 and figure 4.24. Spectra from the
unburnt, flame front and postflame regions were also analysed with different
applied voltage (from 30 kV to 50 kV). Normalized spectra from all the three
regions shows no difference in terms of the rotaional and vibrational distribu-
tion of N2(C − B), implying that the rotational and vibrational temperature
of the N2(C) state is independent of the amplitude of the high voltage pulse
in the range between 30 kV to 50 kV. However, enhanced OH peaks around
310 nm from the OH(A − X) transition were observed with a higher voltage
in the unburnt region as shown in figure 4.22b. The absolute intensity of the
spectra, on the other hand, is stronger when the applied voltage V = 50 kV,
indicating that a larger number of N2(C) are produced with higher electric field.
An example of the nonnormalized spectra taken from the postflame region with
different applied voltage of the NPD is shown in figure 4.22c. The integrated
peak areas for groups of bands sharing a same ∆ν are calculated. Peak areas
with V = 40 kV and V = 50 kV is about 1.7 and 2.1 times larger than the ones
with V = 30 kV respectively.

Rotational and vibrational temperatures were calculated by fitting the experi-
mental data with theoretical spectra generated by a software named SPECAIR.
For N2(C) with different vibrational temperatures, the line strength of bands
with a same ∆ν will be different. The higher the temperature, the vibrational
states with a higher ν ′ will be more populated. The distribution of ro-vibrational
states within a band, however, is more sensitive to the rotational temperature.
Ro-vibrational states with a high J value will be more populated with a higher
rotational temperature.

The spectrum of (0-1) (1-2) and (2-3) bands (∆ν = 1) taken with grating of
300 l/mm were used to calibrate the vibrational temperature (See figure 4.23 for
flamefront region). Before fine-tuning the vibrational temperature, rotational
temperature were first found by fitting with band structure of (0-1). As shown
in figure 4.23, the band structure of each individual band is not sensitive to
vibrational temperature. The vibrational temperature of N2(C) in the unburnt-
, flamefront- and postflame region is around 3200 K (±200K), 3600 K (±200K)
and 4200 K (±200K) respectively .
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Figure 4.23: Spectral fitting for vibrational temperatures.
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Figure 4.24: Spectral fitting for rotational temperatures.

Fine tunning of the rotational temperature could be achieved by fitting the
spectrum of (3-2)(2-1)(1-0) bands (∆ν = −1) taken with a grating of 2400 l/mm.
The rotational temperature of postflame zone and flamefront zone is both around
1700 K while the rotational temperature of the unburnt region is about 300 K.
These results coincide quite well with the translational temperature measured by
structured Rayleigh scattering thermometry. This indicates that for this set-up,
the gas temperature could be roughly represented by the rotational temperature
of N2(C).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlooks

In this thesis, coded imaging was introduced for diagnostics of plasma-related
phenomena for the first time. In addition, plasma-assisted combustion phenom-
ena and applications have been investigated in a laminar flat flame as well as in
an down-scale industrial burner, respectively. Here in the final chapter of this
thesis, a short conclusion and some outlooks of this work are given in the order
as they were discussed in Chapter 4.

Periodic shadowing was applied for streak camera measurements where both
higher temporal contrast and effective dynamic ranges have been achieved.
Hence, we are able to more accurately describe temporal dynamics of both strong
and weak swift signals simultaneously of transient phenomena. This technique is
a great asset for plasma-related measurements to, for example, capture dynam-
ics of plasma emission, of which the intensity may change dramatically within
a few nanoseconds. This approach is both straightforward, cost-efficient and
versatile, and I sincerely hope it will be implemented in future streak camera
measurements.

FRAME was applied for 3D reconstruction of OH distribution around a gliding
arc discharge while simultaneously mitigating plasma emission interference. The
successful demonstration of this technique for volumetric studies of plasma-
related diagnostics shows the potential of FRAME being used for other plasma-
related phenomena. Volumetric information of rapid dynamics are particularly
important for plasma-assisted turbulent combustion, where both the plasma and
the turbulent flame are transient and have complex three-dimensional structures.
Such investigations can be carried out for plasma-assisted combustion using both
nanosecond pulsed discharge and gliding arc discharge.
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Plasma-assisted combustion in a Siemens Energy Dry Low Emission burner
using a rotating gliding arc was investigated where the lean-blow-out limit of
the burner has been extended without any significant increase of NOx emission
by an addition of only 0.1% electrical energy. This is the first time that a
rotating gliding arc has been applied in an industrial size burner with a total
power above 50 kW. Further investigations of PAC using a rotating gliding arc
could be carried out to mitigate thermoacoustic instabilities and increase fuel
flexibility including multiphase non-fossil fuels. In a long term perspective, it
could eventually be integrated in industrial facilities.

A considerable part of the thesis, on which most time and energy were spent, is
investigations and applications using a nanosecond pulsed discharge. Build up
and characterization of this system have been done with a load configuration
where a lifted flat flame and both pin-to-pin and pin-to-plane electrode config-
urations were used. Various optical/laser techniques have been used to measure
for example species distribution and temperature dynamics. Previous research
has shown that secondary streamer produced by NPD starts to appear around
10 ns [122] and the shorter the rise time of a high-voltage pulse is, the higher
yield efficiency of active species will be achieved [123]. The pulse duration of
this power supple is only 4 ns (FWHM), which is shorter than most of other
reported NPS with a FWHM of ≈ 10 ns. The mechanism of the breakdown and
yield efficiency for active radicals, to name a few, is thus unique for this set-up
and should hence be further investigated.

For future development of plasma-assisted combustion using this NPS, differ-
ent electrode configurations and load geometry could be tested to, for example
achieve fast breakdown process in order to avoid unnecessary gas heating, or
create a plasma that distributed in a large volume. Plasma that can be formed
within few nanosecond in a large volume is essential for plasma-assisted tur-
bulent combustion due to the rapidly varying flow dynamics of a turbulent
combustion.

As this thesis is mostly about the development of optical diagnostics of plasma-
related phenomena and applications, optical/laser diagnostics techniques could
be further developed for measurements of the key parameters in a plasma, such
as the electron number density, reduced electric field, singlet oxygen, ozone, and
electron/vibrational/rotational temperatures. For example, photolytic-interference-
free PLIF imaging of OH could be carried out using laser with mode-locked
lasers instead of conventional nanosecond lasers.
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